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In the Supreme Court 
of the State of U tab 
E. J. JEREMY, 
Plaintiff and .Appellavnt, 
vs. 
ANGEL BERTAGNOLE a.nd LEo M. 
BERTAGNOLE, 
Defendants and Respondents, 
and 
SuMMIT :CouNTY, a. municipal 
corporation, 
Intervener a;nd Respondent, 
and 
MoRGAN ·CouNTY, a municipal 
· corporation, 
Intervener and Respondent. 
Case No. 6216 
ABSTRACT OF RECORl> 
TRANS. PAGE 
1 OOMPLAINT 
Comes now the plaintiff above named and for 
cause of action against the defend1ants and each 
of them complains and alleges as f.ol'lows, to-wit: 
1. That p~laintiff is now and at all times here-
inafter mentioned was the owner in f·ee simple 
and in possession and entitled to the possession 
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In the Supreme Court 
of the State of U tab 
E. J. JEREMY, 
Plaintiff and .Appellavnt, 
vs . 
.ANGEL BERTAGNOLE a.nd LEo M. 
BERTAGNOLE, 
Defendants and Respo-ndents, 
and 
SuMMIT :CouNTY, a. municipal 
corporation, 
Intervener a;nd Respondewt, 
and 
MoRGAN ·CouNTY, a municipal 
·corporation, 
In.tervener and Respondent. 
Case No. 6216 
ABSTRACT OF RECORO 
TRANS. PAGE 
1 OOMPLAINT 
Comes now the plaintiff above named and for 
cause of action against the defend,ants and each 
of them complains and alleges as follows, to-wit: 
1. That p]aintiff is now and at all times here-
inafter mentioned was the owner in f,ee simple 
and in possession and entitled to the possession 
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2 
of that certain real property des:crihed a.s Sec-
tions 212, 27, 34 and Se·ctio1n 35 (hy amendment), 
·Township 1 North, R'ange 3 E:BJst, S·alt Lake Meri-
dian and .Seetions 2 and 11, Township 1 South, 
Range 3 E1a.st, Salt Lake M'eridian, the northea;st-
er ly portion of said iS,oction 22 being in M:o-rgan 
·County, State of Utah and the remaining portion 
of said property contiguous to that in Morgan 
~Cbunty being in Summit County, State of Utah. 
2. That on or about ·the 21st day of June, 
1H38 the ·de£endant.s and ea.ch of them wrongfully 
and unlawfully trespa·ssed upon the ·above· men-
1Jioned property of plaintiff by herding, driving 
and ·causing to be herded and driven on a.nd across 
said property upwards of 2700 heoad of .sheep. 
3. That plaintiff during the time herein 
m·entioned and for many years prior thereto has 
owned, operated and controUed the property 
ahove ·described and adjacent and contiguous 
p:roperty, primarily for the grazing and pasturage 
thereon .of large numbers of sheep and cattle and 
for such purpose is dependent upon the herbage, 
2 foliage and natural grasses produced ther·eon; 
that the defendants by driving or .c:a.using to be 
driven said shee-p on .and a~c.ross plaintiff's prop-
erty as hereinabove alleged have destroyed the 
herbage, foliage .a.nd natural grasses thereon and 
have deprived plaintiff'.s sheep and eatt1e of the 
forage and pasturage on said land and have 
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3 
caused p'laintiff's floc~s of she,ep· to beeome 
oomingled with those driven or caused to· be driven 
by defendants and each of them on and across 
said property and have otherwise caused irrepara-
ble damage and harm to plaintiff in conneotion 
with the uses an·d purposes to which p·laintiff put 
said property as aforesaid. 
4. That d·efendants and eac-h· of them have 
prior to rOll or aibout the 21st day of June, 19'38 
wrongfully and unlawfully trespassed upon said· 
property substantially in the same manner a:s 
hereinabove alleged and as plaintiff veri'ly be-
lieves the defendants and each of them will con-
tinue to so tresp~a~ss upon said property unless 
restrained by order of this eourt and have caused 
and will cause plaintiff irreparruble dama1ge and 
injury in s·o d.oing. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that th~e defend-
ants and ea~ch of the·m, their :agents and employees 
.and aH p·ersons acting hy, through -or under them 
be restrained, enj·oined and debarred from tres-
passing livestock or otherwise upon plaintiff's 
property or any part thereof and .for such other 
and further relief as the court may deem meet 
and proper in the premises. 
3 (Duly vei'Ii:fi·ed). 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
Attorney for Plaintiff. 
Filed. S~ept. 10, 19·38. 
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4 
(Title of ·Court and Cause): 
13 .AJN1S~W·E'R A~ND C·O·UNTER-CLAIM 
·C'ome now the defendants above named and 
for Answer to the complaint of plaintiff herein 
admit, deny and allege : 
1. N.ot having sufficient information upon 
which to base .a belief as to the truth of the a1-
le~ations of Paragraph 1 of said complaint the 
defendants deny the same and put piaintiff to 
strict proof thereof. 
2. Answering par.agraph 2 thereof defend-
ants deny that they or either of them wrongfully, 
unlawfully ·Or otherwis·e trespassed upon the 
prop~erty of plaintiff as set out in said para-
graph 2. 
3. Answering pa.ragra.ph, 3 thereof defend-
ants admit that .plaintiff has operated a.nd con-
trolled s:aid property primarily for the grazing 
and pasturing thereon of sheep and cattle and for 
such purpose is dependent upon herbage, foliage 
and gras~ses produced thereon. D·eny generaliy 
and specifi-cally each and every other all·egation 
in said paragraph 3 c.ontained. 
4. Answering paragr.a.ph 4 thereof these de-
fendants deny generally and s·peci:fically each and 
every allegation thereof. 
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5 
5. Further answering said complaint and the 
whole thereof and· as a separate defense thereto 
defendants a.Hege: 
(a) ·That at .all times in said complaint men-
tioned the defendants were the owner·s of certain 
lands in East Canyon, :hforgan County, Utah, upon 
w·hioh they graze during the summer large num-
bers of sheep. Th:at also during all times men-
tioned in said complaint the defend:ants have 
owned and controlled certain summer range for 
a part of their herds of sheep situated near Park 
~City, Utah, in Summit C'ounty. 
(b) That there is now and for more than 
sixty ( 60) year·s last past ha.s been a well traveled, 
worked and defined public road across p·arts of 
the lands described in s.aid complaint, which road 
begins at the .State Highway near the J-eremy 
Rante:h in ~Section 2, To-wnship 1 S·outh, Range 2 
~East, ~s. ·L. l\!. and runs generally North along 
East Canyon Creek connecting with the State 
Highway in Weber Canyon, Utah; which road 
forms .a. part of the publi·c road system maintained 
by Summit and Morgan Counties and i·s used by 
per·sons and the general public. for ingress, egress 
a.nd regress to and from the lands of these de-
fendants situated as aforesaid. That said road 
constitutes the nearest, most convenient and only 
feasible ro,ad whereby the defendants and the 
general ·pu'blic can reach the lands of these de-
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6 
fendants and other lands of other persons using 
said road. 
(~c) ·That the .said road for and during said 
pe,riod of sixty (60) yea:rs last pas't ha·s continu-
ously been used by ranchers, sto0kmen and owners 
of rauch·es situated on, contiguous and ad~a.cent 
14 to it for divers public purposes in~cluding: pedes-
tvian, eque~strian and vehieular traffic including 
,automobiles and trucks; the driving of horses, 
~cattle and she·ep and her-ds of each of said animals 
to and from said lands and areas adjacent there-
to; for the conveyance of supplies, equipment and 
other materials to and from sheep camps within 
the vicinity and by hunter~s, fisherm.en, vacation-
ists and pleasure seeker·s in going to and from the 
areas along the vicinity of said road. 
(d) Tha.t by reas·on of such use the said 
.. 
ro;ad has been for a long time prio-r hereto and 
now is dedicated and abandoned to the publie as 
a public road or highway. 
(e) ·That the said road ha·s at all time's 
herein mentioned been maintained and used of 
an aveTage approximate width of eight rods s.o 
as ·Conveniently to permit herds of sheep and 
.01ther anima'ls to be driven over and a:long the 
same as well as to permit vehicles to pass thereon. 
(f) 'That the ·defendants in the month of 
J~ne 1938 and at divers other times prior there-
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7 
to have used said public road for the trailing of 
sheep; which are the a~cts complained of in said 
·Complaint and that except for such use and the 
driving o.f automobiles and trucks on same and 
of smaH herds of bucks and cattle defendants have 
not been or passed on -or over the lands descrilbed 
in the comp:laint. That defendant~s claim as mem-
bers of the public the right to use- said road for 
ingTess, egres-s and regress to and from their 
lands situated as aforesaid and the St!ate High-
ways with which .said road is connected for such 
us.es and for all other purposes for w~hich a public 
road is ordinarily used. 
(g) (By amendmen~ filed May 13, 19B9.). 
That the center line of the road herein referred, 
58 insofar as the same .crosses or affec:ts the lands 
set out in the Complaint, is desic:ribed as follows: 
(The property ·so descrihed is particularly de-
scribed in the judgment hereinafter referred to 
and is the same and wa.s by stipula,tion amended 
in the Supreme Court of the State of Utah on the 
26th day of January, 1'940.) 
14 And as a c.ounter-cla.im against the said plain-
tiff the defendants complain and allege: 
1. For paragraph 1 of this counter-claim 
defendants reiterate and reaver parag'raph 5 of 
their Answer as though the same were fully set 
out herein. 
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·2. ;T·hat d.efendants are the o,~vners of and 
engaged in the raising and rangi~ng of sheep. That 
they own certain lands situated in East C'anyon, 
MOtrgan County, Utah, and also certain grazing 
rights near Park City in Summit. C·ounty, Utah. 
That it is ne-cHssary and proper in their op.era-
tions to drive herds of ·sheep from their said lands 
in Morgan County to their said grazing grounds 
in Summit County and that tihe said road or high-
way ·SO abo·ve desc:ribed and cros·sing the lands of 
plai,ntiff is the n1ost direet, open, feasible public 
road connecting said area.s. 
3. ·That the plaintiff now threatens and by 
this action is attempting to stop and prevent the 
defendants from passing over the highway and 
road described herein vvith their flo-cks, herds, 
wagons and camp ·Outfits and unless they are re-
stricted 'by this Court will stop and prevent s·aid 
defendants from using said road and highway. 
That if plaintiff be permitted to stop and prevent 
defendants fro1n so us•ing said road and highway 
over and across the lands of plaintiff the same 
will result in great and irrepar,able injury to de-
fendants. That de.f.endants have no plain, speedy 
or adequate remedy at law in the premise·s and 
that neces.sary actions at la v.r to insure to def:end-
ants the use of said road and highway would en-
tail a multiplicity of suits and p-revent defend-
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9 
ants from enjoying the use of their said prop-
erties to their irreparable injury. 
WHEREFORE, defendants pray: 
1. That plaintiff take nothing by his com-
plaint and tha~t the same be dism~issed. 
2. That it be decreed by this Court that the 
15 road above described in passing over the prop-
,erty set out in said complaint is a pub:Iie highway 
for use by t.he public for all pur:pos.es. 
3. That a reSttraining order issue herein 
fo~ever restraining and enjoining the plaintiff, 
his agents, servants or emplo~yees, successors and 
as·signs from in any mann.er interferring with the. 
free and unobstructed travel and use hy defend-
.ants and the general public of the said road or 
highway oveT, across and upon the }ands des'C'ribed 
in said comp'larint. 
4. For s-uch other and further relief as may 
be meet ·and equi ta'ble in the premises ; and for 
costs herein. 
(Duly verified). 
iSTEPHENS, BRAYTON & LowE, 
Attorneys for DefendO!YIIts. 
Fi'led J,anuary 24, 1939. 
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{Title of ·Court and CO!UrSe): 
AN:S:WEiR AND C·O:MPDAINT I·N IN·TER-
v.E·NTTO·N O·F SUMMIT C'OUNTY 
18 ·Comes now Summit 9ounty, a municipal cor-
poration of the State of Utah, and by leave of the 
·Court bad and obtained files this, its answer anli 
com:pl•aint in intervention in the above entitled 
lea use, and as grounds for its interven~tion alleges: 
1. That the· intervener is a. municipal cor-
poration of the Sta:te of Utah, duly organized and 
existing under its law.s. 
2. ·That the lands de.s-cr·ibed in plaintiff's 
~comp'laint, with the exception of a por~tion thereof 
in Section 22, Township 1 N·ortb, Range 3 East, 
~Salt Lake Base a.nd Meridian, lie within the coT-
pora.te hounldaries of said Summit Co~nty, State 
of Utah. 
3. That the intervener herein has an interest 
in this proceeding, in that among other things, 
there are public roads and trails over aH the land 
de,scribed in pl1aintiff's -complaint a.nd that under 
~Section 19--5-38, Revised tS·tatutes of Utah, 1933, 
the County C:ommisStioners of said County have 
the right to lay out, construct, maintain, control 
and manage publie roads within the county, out-
side of incorpora!ted ~citie-s and may des.i,gnate 
public roads to be maintained by the county. That 
s·aid publi1c roads and traJHs are ourtside of incor-
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11 
porated ~itie,s. And by Sections 86-1-3 and 36-1-9, 
Revised Stla tutes of Ut.ah, 19:33, the law provides, 
among other things, that all highways once estab-
lished can not be aband-oned except by order of 
the County Commis.sion,ers of the coun~ty in which 
19 said roads are situated, and that it is the d·uty 
of the Board of County C:ommis'sioner,s t<J deter-
mine all public highways existing in its eounty, 
and said public roads an·d trails have not been so 
abandoned or at all. 
Answering the complaint on file herein the 
Inte-rvener alleges: 
4. ·That it does not have sufficient informa-
tion upon vvhic:h to base a belief as to the truth -of 
the allegations of paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the 
,complaint and for thi's reas,on the intHrvener 
denies the same and puts the plain~tiff to stridt 
proof thereof. 
Wherefore, Intervener prays that plaintiff 
take nothing as a.gain·st it by reason of said com-
plaint. 
The Intervener complains against the plain-
tiffs and for cause of aetion alleges: 
1. The Intervener reiterates and reavers 
paragrap·hs 1 and 2 of its answer herein as though 
the Harne were fully S<et out in this complain:t. 
65 2. ('By Amen·dment filed May 15, 19·39). T·hat 
there is now and for more than s~ixty yea.r.s last 
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past ha~s been a well traveled, worked and defined 
public road acros·s paTts of the lands des·crihed 
in plain tiff's complaint, which road begins a.t the 
Sta;te Highw.ay near the Jeremy Raneh in Section 
11, Towns1hip 1 S·out'h, Range 3 East, Salt Lake 
Ba.se and Meridian, and runs generally North 
along E.ast Canyon C·reek over Sections 11 and 2, 
Township and Range afo:vesaid, and continute.s 
over Se~etions 34, 3:5, 27 and 2:2, Townsh~p 1 North, 
Range 3 East, Salt Lake B.ase and Meridian, con-
ne~c:ting furt11.er on with the ·Sita·te Highway in 
~Weber Canyon, Utah; which roa.d forms a part 
of the public road system maintained by Summit 
and Morgan C:ounties and is used by persons and 
the genera1 puhlic for ingress, egress and regress 
to a.nd from the lan1d contiguous and adjacent to 
s.a~d road, and for pu'blic travel and use to its 
·connection with the ·S1tate ffi,ghw:ay in Weber 
.Canyon and the State Highway between Park 
City and .Salt Lake City, State of Utah, and else-
where. 
·That said road is approximately eight rods 
wide along its course, and is commonly known as 
the East Cianyon Road. 
T~h.at a. copy of the Surveyor '·s notes showing 
the center line of s!aid road and marked Exhibit 
"A", and .a Traverse· of said road showing the 
.center line t·hereof and marked Exhibit '' B '', are 
hereto at.taf~hed, hereby referred to and made a. 
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part of Summit County's First and Second Causes 
of Ac.tion in its complaint in intervention. 
That said road in Summit c~ounty is approxi-
mately four rods ~Ide at right angles to on hoth 
sides of said ~enter line the full length thereof. 
20 3. That said E·ast Canyon road for and dur-
ing· a period ·of more tha.n sixty years last past 
has c.ontinuously been used by ranchers, stock-
men and o1vners of ranches situated on, conti,gu-
ous and adjacent to it for diver,s public purposes 
including: pe'destrian, equestrian and v:ehicul;ar 
traffic, including automobiles and trucks; the 
driving of horses, cattle and s,heep and herds of 
each of said anima:ls to and from said lands and 
areas adj.aeent thereto, and to and from both the 
summer anld winter range of such anima.Ls; for the 
conveyances of supplies, equipment and other 
materia.ls to and from the homes, sheep camps and 
other places within the vicini'ty, and by hunters, 
fishermen, vacationists and plea.sul}e seekeTs in 
going to and from the areas along the vicinity of 
said road; by the general public in traveling be-
tween the State Hi,ghways connected by said road 
as aforesaid, and a part of said road is and was 
used by the Mormon Pioneers when first entering 
the 'S1alt Lake Valley. 
4. That hy reason of such use the s:aid road 
has been for a long time prio1r to the commence-
ment of this action and now is dedicated and 
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a'bandoned to th.e public as a public road or high-
way, anld: the iutJerven·eT doe-s claim that said road 
is a p·ublic road for the use of the general public. 
5. That the sour~ce of title to the several 
tracts of land over which said E-ast Canyon road 
passes was deraigned from the United States to 
the several grantees thereof on vari1ous dates be-
tween the year, 1890 and the year, 1903, inclusiv-e. 
That during all said time .and when each of said 
patents was issued the said road existed and was 
then and had been used by the general public as 
a pubilic road for many years prior thereto, and 
there was then and for many years prior thereto 
h1ad he en a. well d·efined and clearly m·arked public 
road as aforesaid over the lan!d des:cribed in plain-
tiff ''s said complaint. 
6. Th·a t after title to the va·rious tracts of 
J,and over which said East Canyon road runs 
21 ·passed from th.e United States to its sev-eral 
grantees, the general public .continued to so use 
said road as heretof.ore alleged in paragraph 3 of 
this complaint in intervention, without obj·ection 
on the part of any of the respective grantee·s of 
said land and under a claim of right and con-
tinued to so use said road from the date of patent 
up to the time of the filing of thils action and at 
no time did any grantee of said p·remises assert 
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or make a.ny e};aim in \Yri ting to the Board of 
County Commi'ssi·oners of Summit County, ·State 
-of Utah, for dama.g~es or otherwise a·s proiVided 
by ·Section 2810, C'ompilekl Laws of Utah, 1907, or 
as provided in any prior or subsequent Enact-
ment of the Law.s of Utah, or at all, or take any 
steps to assert or claim that said E1ast Oanyon 
road \Yas not in -fact a public highway extending 
a·cross that part of the land claimed by the plain-
tiff and which ownership is denied by the Inter-
vener he-rein. 
Wherefore, intervener p·rays that plaintiff 
take nothing by his said complaint and th·at In-
tervener have judgment ,as hereafter set forth. 
The Intervener complains against the plain-
tiff and for a second -cause of a-ction alleges : 
1. The Intervener ·reiterates and reavers 
paragraphs 1'to 6 of its first cause of action here-
in as though the same were fully set ·out in thi,s 
cause of aeti·on. 
2. That the said East Canyon Road was at 
the time of the commencement of this action a 
public lii~ghway by p-res-cription and .by having 
been used ,continuously, openly and under claim of 
right 'by the general public for more than twenty 
years last past. 
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Wherefore, the Intervener prays judgment 
on its answer and first and sec.ond causes of 
action: 
a. That the plaintiff take nothing by his 
said complaint agains't this intervener, and that 
the same be dismissed at plaintiff's costs. 
b. That the Court by its de·cree declare said 
East Canyon road as heretofor'e described to be 
a public r:oad over said Se:ctions 11 and 2., Town-
22 ship 1 South, Range 3 EHst, ·Salt Lake B·ase and 
Meridian, and said ~Sections 34, 27 and. 22, Town-
ship 1 North, Range 3 East, Salt Lake B·ase a.nd 
M~eridian, and t.ha.t the same is eight rods wide 
along the full course there-of. 
c. T1ha t the ~Court :Ls.sue a restraining order 
forever restraining the plaintiff, his agents, em-
ployees, successors and assigns, from in any man-
ner interferring with the free and unobstructed 
travel and use of said road by the general puhlic. 
d. ~he Intervener prays for such other and 
further relief as to this H·ono,rable Court shall 
seem meet and equitable in the premises, and for 
general relief, together with its .costs herein ex-
pended. 
(Duly verified). 
P. H. NEELEY, 
.Attorney for Summit 
Cownty, Utah. 
Filed· February 20, 19·39.· 
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(T~itle of Court and COIUSe): 
36 .AN!SWiER AND ·COMP'L1AINT IN IN·TER-
VE·N·TION O·F M.O·RJGAN ·c:oU,NTY 
(The Answrer and Complaint of Morgan 
Oounty in Intervention as amended by Amend-
ment filed May 15, 1939· is substantially the same 
as the Ans\ver and C·omplaint of ·summit County 
in Intervention as an1ended, the .substantial dif-
ference heing that Morgan County ·claims the_ 
roadway to 'be of a width of 4 rods in that County 
whi~e /Summit County claims the roadway to he 
·of a widtih of 8 rods in its County.) 
40 (Duly verified). 
Filed March 1·5, t9·39. 
(Exhibits ''A'' and "B" attached to the An-
swers and ·Complaints in Intervention of both 
~Summit a.nd Morgan ·Counties described by 
·courses and distances and with ;particularly the 
alleged roadway and which is particularly de-
scribed in the judgment hereinafter referred to, 
as amended.) 
(Title of Court and Cause): 
42 A·N:SWER OF DEFENDAN·TS TO ,CO·M-
PLAIN'T IN INTE~VENTION O·F 
SU'~fiT CO·UNTY, UT,.AJI 
Comes no\v the defendants above named and 
for ans\ver to the complaint in Intervention of 
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the Intervener Summit County admits, denies and 
alleges: 
Admits eaic:h., every and all of the allegations 
of the Filist and .Se:co~d eauses of a'Ction of said 
Intervener's ·C'omplaint in Intervention. 
WHEREFORE, defendants pray judgment as in 
their Ans.wer and Counter_~Claim heretofore :flied 
herein. 
(Duly verified). 
ISrrEPHENS, BRAYTON & LowE, 
Attorneys for Defenldants. 
Filed March 17, 19·39. 
(Title of ·Court and Cause): 
43 ANS·WER O·F · D·EFE·NDANTS TO CiOM-
PLATNT IN INTERVENTION O·F 
MO·RIGAN COUNTY, UTAH 
(:Same as Answer to ·Complaint of Summit 
c.ounty.) 
(Duly ve-ri•fied.) . 
Filed M·arch 17, 1939. 
(Title of Court and Caruse): 
RiEPLY TO D~EFE:ND~AN·T:S.' .ANSW·ER AND 
COIUNTERC•LtAlM 
60 Comes now the plaintiff above named and for 
reply to the a.ns·wer and counterclaim filed herein 
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on behalf of the defendants and each of them 
admits, denies and alleges as follows : 
Denies g·enerally and ~specifically ea·eh and 
every allegation contained th-erein. 
WHEREFORE_, plaintiff prays that the answer 
and counterclaim of defendants and e-aeh -of them 
be taken for naugtht and that he have the relief 
prayed for in his complaint -on file herein, with 
his costs herein incurred. 
(Duly verifiHd) . 
HARLEY w. ·GUSTIN, 
Att01rney for Pari!ntiff. 
Filed Manch 15, 19139. 
{Title of C·ourt a.nd Cause): 
61 .AN1SWER TO C:OMP:LAINT IN INTER-
VE-NTIO~N OF ·S~M~IT COUNTY 
C'omes now the plaintiff above na,med and for 
ans;wer to the eomp:laint in intervention of Sum-
mit c~ounty, one of the interveners aibove named, 
and admits, ·denies and alleges as fo1l'Ows, to-wit: 
1. Plaintiff admits that .Su:rrrrnit ·Oo~unty is 
a municipaJ.corrporation ·of the State of Uta:h, duly 
-organized a.nd .existing under its laws and tha:t 
part of the 1a.nd ·described in pla!intiff's com-
plaint on file herein is within the corporat.e 
boundaries of said .county and state and alleges 
that he has no infnrmation ·or belief a.s to the 
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exact portions of said land-s des·criibed in hi,s com-
plaint which are in Summit County of the State 
of Utah, and, therefore, upon such lack of knowl-
edge and beiief denies that such portions are 
within t1he corporate· hounda.ries of !Summit 
County. 
62 2. Plaintiff denies generally and s:pec~i:fically 
each and every allegation set forth in the so-ealled 
answer and complaint in intervention of said in-
tervener not herein spe,e:mcally admitted, modified 
or denied. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that the ans.wer 
and ·Complaint of intervention of 'Summit Q;ounty 
be ·taken for naught and that the plaintiff ha:ve the 
relief prayed for in hi,s eomplaint on file herein 
with his costs herein incurred. 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
Attorney for Plaintiff. 
(Duly verified). 
Filed M·ay 15, 19·39. 
(Title of Cou.rt and Cause): 
A·N·S:WER T·O c:OMPLAINT IN INTER-
V:E·NTION OF 1\fORJGAN COU~N·TY 
63 Comes now the plaintiff above named and for 
answer to the comtplaint in intervention of M·organ 
County, one of the interveners above named, and 
adinits, denies and alleges as follows, to-wit: 
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1. Plaintiff admits tha.t Morgan County is 
a munieipa.l·corpora.tion of the State of Utah, duly 
organized and existing under its lavvs and that 
part of the land d·escribed in plaintiff',s complaint 
on file herein is within the corporate boundaries 
of said county and st,a te and alleges that he has 
no infornwtion or belief as to t~he exact portions 
of said lands des:eribed in his ·complaint whieh are 
in Morgan C·ounty of the ,State of Utah, and, 
therefore, upon .such lajck of knowledge and belief 
denies that the northeast 0orner of ~Se·etion 22, 
Township 1 N ortlh, Range 3 East, :Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian is within the corporate boundaries 
of said Mor,gan County. 
64 2. Plaintiff denies generally and specifically 
each and every allegation set forth in the so-called 
answer and eom.plaint in intervention of. said in-
tervener not herein ..speei,fi·eally admitted, modified 
or denied. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that the answer 
and .complaint in intervention of Morgan County 
be taken for naught and that the plaintiff have the 
relief prayed f.o·r in his complaint on file herein 
with hi.s costs herein incurred. 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
Attorney for Plaintiff. 
(Duly verified). 
Filed May 15, 1939. 
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(Title of Court and Caruse): 
F:UND'l·N,GS O·F FlA!C·T AND 
OONC'LUSIO·NS OF. LAW 
This cause came ·on for trial be-£ore the 'Court 
sitting without a jury beginning on the 15th day 
of May 19B·9 and conti•nuing ·on the 16th, 17th and 
18th days of Ma.y 1939. Harley W. ·Gustin, Esq. 
and William H. F'olland, Esq. appea.red for the 
plaintiff, Dean F'. Brayton, Esq. for the defend-
ants and P. H. Neeley, Esq. for the Interveners. 
Whereupon witnesses wer;e examined iand evi-
dence submitted ·on behalf of the several parties 
and the cause was submitted to tlb.e C1ourt upon 
argument of 'Counsel by way of briefs and, the 
Court having duly c:onsidered same .and being 
now fully advised in the premises, does now make 
and enter the f.ollowing 
1. That Interveners, Sum·mit C1ounty and. 
Morgan C:ounty, are ea'Ch Municip·al ·Corporations 
of the State of Utah, each duly organized and 
existing under its laws. 
2. Th.a t the public road or highway herein-
after d·escribed is located upon lands situated in 
both ,Summit and Morgan ·C1ounties, .State of Utah 
and is outside of any incorporated cities or town·s 
in said ~c·oun ties. 
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3. That there is no'v and for more than sixty 
years last pas.t has been a well traveled, worked 
and defined public road or highway extending 
across !Sections 11 and 2, ·To:wnship 1 South, Range 
3 East and Sections 35, 34, 2-7, 22 and 15, Town-
ship 1 North, Range 3 East, ~S. L. B. & M., in Sum-
mit and lVLorgan Counties, Utah, the -center line 
of which is particularly d-escribed as follows: 
(Same as in Judgment.) 
73 That .said road forms a part of tib.e public system 
maintained by iSummit and Morga!n Counties and 
likewise a part -of the pui'blic road system of the 
State of Utah in that it ·connects vvith State High-
way U. iS. 30 .s. at M·organ and Henefer' and with 
State Highway U. i~~L 40-530 at Gorgoza. 
4. That said road is, and duri·ng said period 
ha~ been, continuous1y used by ranehmen, stock-
men, ·OWners o.f land contiguous and adjacent 
thereto and the public generally for all neces.sary 
and .eonvenient purposes including pedestrian, 
equestrian and vehicular traffic and tihe drivin·g 
and tra.ili·ng of horses, cattle and sheep, and herds 
of each along the same. 
5. That by reason of such use said road has 
been, at all times .since the year 1869 A. D., dedi-
cated and abandoned to the public as a pu'blic road 
or highway. 
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6. That the width which is reasonably nec-
essary for the puhlic convenience, travel and use 
for the purposes for ,-~lhich the public use the sa1ne 
is as follows: 
Along the first eourse of the above descrip-
tion of said road, to~ wit: North 0 deg. 08' East 
1690 feet, 60 feet wide; that is to say 30 feet on 
each side of said descr~bed ·center line to the 
fences on either side of said road; 
Along the remainder of said road as above 
described; 5 rods in width; that is to say, 2112 
rods on each side of said described .c.enter line. 
7. That the title to the several tra·cts of land 
no\v .pate·nted including· those ·owned by the plain-
tiff, over "\vhich said E·ast Canyon Road passes 
was deraigned fron1 the United States on various 
dates between the years 1875 and 1910 inclusive. 
That during all o.f said time and when each of said 
patents was issued said road existed and was 
then and had been used by the general public as 
a public road for many year.s prior thereto. That 
the Act ·of Congress ·of 1866 ( 43 U!S·C1A Art. 93:2) 
granted to the public the rig~ht of way for the con-
74 struction of high\vays over public lands not re-
served for public uses; and that prior to the 
patenting of said lands or a:ny- of them said road 
'vas established and used by the public generaliy 
and the said grant and said Act of Congress \vas 
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and had heen a.ecepted by the public o,f the r_rer-
ritory and State of Utah. 
8. T·hat all of the patents issued by the 1S~tate 
of Utah to portions of the prope·rty ovvned by 
plaintiff and hereinafter described were issued 
subject to the ea.sement a.p.d right of way of the 
public to use all suc1h roads and highways as may 
have been -established according to law; and that 
such portion of said lands as 'vere pa.tented from 
the State of Utah were acquired by plaintiff and 
his grantors st1bject to the right of the public to 
use the said East Canyon Road. 
9. That after ~patent of said lands said road 
continued to be used by the general publi.c in the 
manner and for the purposes above set out with-
out objection from a1ny of the patentees or gran-
tees of said land and under a elaim of ri.ght in the 
public. That at no time did any ~antee or owner 
of said premises .assert or m~ake aJ..ly claim in writ-
ing to the Board of C·ounty ·C_ommissioners of 
Morgan or Summit Counties, &tate of UtaJh for 
damages with res·peet to said road or take any 
steps to as·sert ·or claim that iaid road was not 
in faet a .public highway extending across that 
vart of the lands ·claimed by the p.Iain tiff herein. 
10. T~hat said East Canyojl Road at a.ll time . s 
herein mentioned and at the time of the com-
me'ncement of this action was and now is a pub1ic 
highway :by prescription and by having been used 
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continuously, openly and under claim of right by 
the general public for more than twenty years 
last past. 
11. That during all times herein mentioned 
said road was open to all who desired to use it; 
that the use made of it was as general and exten-
sive as the ,situation of said roa.d and the sur-
rounding country permitted and as general and 
extensive as through said road had been formally 
laid out a.s a public highway by public authority. 
1:2. That the defendants Angel Bertagnole 
and Leo M. Bertagnole used said road in the 
month of June 1938 and at divers other times for 
the trailing of sheep thereon. That said defend-
ants are members ·of the public and are entitled, 
and have the right to use the same as such for 
such purpose and for all other purposes for which 
a public road is ordinarily used. That said de-
fendants a.re the owners of and engaged in the 
raising and ranging of sheep. That they own 
certain lands situated in East Canyon, Morgan 
County, Ut.aJh, a.nd .ailso .eertain .grazing rights 
·near Park City in Su1nmit C:ounty, Utah. That 
it i,s neeessary, convenient and proper in their 
operati'o~ to drive herds of ·sheep from their 
lands in ~organ County to their grazing grounds 
in Summit\C'ounty and that said East Canyon 
road as above des·cribed is the most direct, open 
and feasible public road conne:cting said areas. 
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13. T'ha.t the .plain tiff has threatened .and by 
this action attempted to stop and prevent the de-
fendants from passing over said East ~Canyon 
road and unless plaintiff is restrained by ·this 
Court will stop and prevent said defendants from 
using said ·East Canyon road for the trailing of 
sheep thereon. Sueh an action would result in 
great and irrepara'hle injury to defendants. 
14. That the plaintiff is now and at all times 
hereinafter mentioned was the beneficial owner 
and in the possession of the fo1lowing described 
property situated in Summit and Morgan Coun-
ties, to-wit: 
Sections 2 and 11, Towns.hip 1 .s.outh, Range 3 
East, ;S. L. M. 
75 Sections 22, 27, 34 and 35, Township 1 North, 
Range 3 East, S. L. M. ; 
which said property for many years has been 
operated primarily for the gr·azing and p.astura:ge 
of sheep and cattle and for such purpose is de-
pendent up-on the herba,ge, foliage and natural 
grasses pr·oduced on said land. That the owner-
ship of plaintiff in .said land is subje·ct to the right 
of "ray wnd easement of t'he pub1ic;, including the 
defendants Ange1l Bertagn·ole and Leo M. Bertag-
nole to p·ass over, across and along the same in 
said East Canyon Road. 
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15. That neither on or about June 21st, 1938, 
nor at any other time did the defendants trespass 
upon the above described property of plaintiff; 
that defendants did not destroy the herbage; 
foliage and natural ,grasses ·On plaintiff's said 
land nor did defendants cause plaintiff's flocks 
o'f sheep t~o be co-miiJlgled with those of defend-
ants. That neither on said date, nor any other 
da'te did the defendants eause the plaintiff any 
irreparable or other damage or injury. 
And from the foregoing Findings of F-act the 
c·ourt does hereiby make the follow~ng: 
1. ·That judgment he entered that a. puhlic 
highway known as the East ·C·anyon Road open to 
the use of all the public extend o~ver, along and 
across ~Se1ctions 2 and 11, 1Tow~nship l1South, Range 
3. Ea.st and 'Sections 15, 2:2, 27, 34 and 3,5, Town-
ship 1 North, R-ange 3 East, IS·. L,. J\1:. commonly 
known as the East C1anyon Road and particularly 
des-cribed in p.aragrrupih 3 of the Findings herein. 
·Tl~a.t ~aid road o~r highway ,shall be declared to 
he five rods in width ex·cept along the first course 
of said· de-scription where the same is approxi-
mately sixty feet iin 'vidth and feneed by tight 
stock-proof fence. 
2. T'hat the plaintiff, his agents, employees, 
. suecessor.s and assigns be prohihited and enjoined 
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fron1 interfering- with or preventing defendants, 
or any person, or the genera.J public from travel-
ing ·over, across and along said road or highway 
by any means of travel or transportation or hy 
tb.e trailing of herds of horses, cattle, sheep or 
other livestock or for such other purposes as may 
be proper for the use of said road. 
3. That defendants and interveners are en-
titled to a judgment for their costs herein. 
Let judgment be entered acic.ordin,gly. 
Dated this 5 day of ·Sep·t. 1939. 
P. C. EvANS, 
District Judge. 
Filed Se,pt. 6, 1'9·39. 
(Title of Court ·and COJUSe): 
JUDGMENT 
T.his cause came QID regularly for hearing he-
fore the C'ourt, sitting without a jury, on tire 15~th, 
16th, 17th and 18th days of May 19~3'9' upon the 
complaint of plaintiff, answer and. -counter-claim 
of the defendants and the complaint in interven-
tion of the interveners Summit County and Mor-
gan County, and on replies of plaiintiff to said an-
swer, counter ... claim and -complaints in interven-
tion; Harley W. Gustin, Esq. and William H. 
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Folland, Esq. a.p~pea.ring for the plaintiff, . Dean 
F. Brayton, Esq. app-earing for the defendants 
and P. H. Neeley, Esq. appearing for both inter-
veners ; and the ~C'Ourt having heard the evidence 
offered by the respective parties and having duly 
coinsidered said case and having made and entered 
herein its Findings of Faet and Conclusions of 
Law in which it dire·cts that judgment be entered 
in favor of defendants and interve.ner:s and 
against the plaintiff; 
Now, THEREFORE, on motion of D·ean F. Bray-
tion, Esq. attorney for ·defendants and P. H. 
Neeley, Esq. attorney for interveners, it is now: 
1. ~ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DEcREED, that 
there exists a certain .public road or highway ex-
tending through, over and across ~S~ections 2 and 
11 in Township 1 South, Range 3 East and Sec-
tions 115, 2.2, 27, 34 and 35 in 'Township 1 North, 
Range 3 East, :S. L. B. & M. i~n .Summit and Mor-
gan Counties, Utah, the center line of which is 
particularly des~crihed as follows : 
Beginning at a point on the nort1h side· of the 
·S:alt Lake-W anship-:Cioalville Sta.te Highway 
whi~ch hears N ort'h 18'59.0 feet and West 1287.0 
feet from the Quarter Corner ·sltone between the 
~sections 11 and 12 of the said T. 1 .S. R. 3. E. AND 
RUNNING thence along the approximate center 
of the s,aid E:ast Canyon Road N. 0 deg. 08' E. 
1·690.0 feet; thence N. 56 deg. W. 396.0 feet along 
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the center of the road as fenced t~o the D. and R. 
G. R. R .. ; thence N. 59 deg. 30' W. 566.0 feet; 
thence X. 61 deg. \·v. 359.0 feet; thence N. 31 deg. 
W. 1287.0 feet~ t·hence .eontinuing along the road 
N. 50 deg. ,, .... 813.0 feet; thence N. 25 deg. W. 
334.0 feet; thence N. 23 deg. W. 618.0 feet; thence 
N. 15 deg. W. 380.0 feet; thence N. 7 deg. 30' W. 
493.0 feet; thence N. 50 de g. W. 2.54.0 feet; thence 
N. 62 deg. 30' W. 412.0 feet; thence N. 59 deg. W. 
768.0 feet into Section 34; thence N. 37 deg. W. 
77 288.0 feet; ·thence N. 11 deg. 30' W. 400.0 feet; 
thence North 2'30.0 feet; thence N. 31 de g. E. 
300.0 feet; thence N. 17 de g. E. 23:5.0 feet; thence 
N. 11 de g. 30' E. g.63.0 feet; theince N. 15 de g. 40' 
·E. 22·2.0 feet; thence N. 11 de g. 30' W. 770.0 feet; 
then~.e N. 5·3 deg. W. 215.0 feet; thence N. 61 de g. 
W. 683.0 feet; thence N. 42 deg. W. 564.0 feet; 
thence N. 69 deg. 30' W. 316.0 feet; thence N. 48 
deg. W. 340.0 feet; thence N. 31 deg. W. 585.0 
feet; thence N. 26 de g. W. 265.0 feet; thence N. 
19 de g. 30' W. 445.0 feet; thence N. 11 de g. 30' W. 
510.0 feet; thence N. 6 de g. E. 504.0 feet; thence 
N. 5 de:g. 40' W. 23·6.0 feet; thence N. 39 de g. W. 
320.0 feet; thence N. 71 deg. W. 155.0 feet; thence 
N. 42 deg. W. 190.0 feet; thence N. 2:5 de g. 30' 
W. 203.0 feet; thence N. 54 deg. W. 178.0 
feet; thence N. 70 de g. W. 130.0 feet; thence N. 
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25 deg. W. 272.0 feet; thence N. 52 deg. W. 195.0 
feet; thence N. 2 deg. W. 33'6.0 feet; thence N. 
10 de g. E. 870.0 feet; thence N. 13 de g. 45' E. 
1060.0 feet; thence N. 5 de g. E. 780.0 feet; thence 
N. 9 deg. W. 428.0 feet; thence N. 12 deg. E. 790.0 
feet; thence N. 25 deg. E. 3-50.0 feet; thence N. 
28 de g. E. 664.0 feet; thence N. 68 deg. E. 440.0 
feet; thence N. 26 deg. E. 780.0 feet; thence N. 
35 de g. E. 42'5.0 feet; -thence N. 45 de g. 35' E. 
670.0 feet; in Section 15. T·hence Northerly 
through the said Morgan c·ounty to Morgan, Utah, 
and thriorugh the said Morgian and Summit C'oun-
tie.s to Henefer, Utah, as the said road is laid 
out, graded am'd constructed in said Counties. 
·That the width of said road which is here:by ad-
judged to be reasonably necessary for the public 
1eonvenience, travel and use of the ·same is as 
follows: 
Along the first aho,ve deseribed course of said 
road, to-wit: North 0 deg. 8' Eia.st 1690 feet, a 
width of 60 feet; that is to say, 30 feet on each 
side of. said described center line to the fences 
on eaeh .side of said road. 
Along the remainder of said road as above 
described five rods ~n width, that is to say 21f2 
rods on each side of said des,cribed line. 
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2. And it is furt!her ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND 
DECREED that the .plaintiff, his employees, agents, 
successors and assigns be and t~hey are hereby 
prohibited and enjoined from interfering with 
or prevent~ng the defendants, and each of them-, 
their agents, servants and en1plnyees and the pub-
lic generally fro1n traveling over, across or along 
said East Canyon R-oad or highway with herds 
of .sheep or other livestock or by a.ny other means 
of travel o~r transport~ation. 
3. And it is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND 
DEcREED that the said road or highway is herHby 
declared to be a pu!blie highway open to the use 
of any and all members of the public., including 
s:aid defendants, 'vho may have occasion to travel 
over and upon the same, and that plaintiff's com-
plaint is hereby dismissed. 
4. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DE-
CREED that the defenda'llts and interveners d·o have 
and recover judgment against the plaintiff for 
their costs 'herein hereby taxed in the sum of 
$ .............................. . 
Dated this 5th day of Sept. 19'39. 
P. C. EvANS, 
District Judge. 
Filed Sept. 6, 1939. 
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78 IN THE DiiSiTRICT CO·UR1T O·F TilE T'IDRD 
J'UDIC'IAL DIS·T;RT~C~, I·N AND F!OR 
SkUT UAK'E C!O·UNTY, S:T .NTE Q,F' UTiAH 
89 
· MEMORAND·UM O·F C:O·.S'TlS AND 
DI·S.BlUR1SEM·EiNT·S 
·On the 7th day of September, 19·39, defend-
ants and interveners served upon the plaintiff 
their memorandum of costs and disbursements in 
the amount of Three Hundred and 50/100 
( $300.50) D·o1lars. 
Filed Sept. 11, 19·39. 
(Title of Co~trt arnd Cause): 
NO~T:UC!E OF APPEAL 
To .Angel Bertagnole .a;n.d Leo M. Bertagnole, the 
Defendants, and To Summit Co~trnty, A Mwni-
cipa.l ,Corporation, and Morga;n. County, a Mwni-
cip·a.Z Corporation, Interven.ers, .Above Na,med, 
a.nd To Their .Att~orneys, Stephens, Brayt:ovn lt 
Lowe, and P. H. Neeley: 
You AND EAcH OF You WILL PLEASE TAKE 
NoTICE that E. J. Jeremy, the plaintiff above 
n.amed, hereby appeals to t'he ·Supreme Court of 
the State of Utah from that certain judgment and 
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decree in the ahoYe entitled action made and en-
tered on or about the 6th day of ·September, 198·9 
with costs taxed against said plaintiff in the sum 
of $300.50 and from the whole of said judgment 
and decree and the denial and overruling of 
plaintiff's motion for order quashing the pur-
ported memorandum of costs and disbursements 
filed herein. 
DATED this 4th day of December, 19:39. 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
WILLIAM H. FoLLAND, 
Attovrne:ys for Plaintiff. 
Served and filed D·ec. 4, 1939. 
·STATE OF UTAH, l 
CouNTY OF SuMMIT. ) ss. 
I, JoHN E:. WRIGHT, C'lerk of the District 
Court o.f the )Third Judicial District, in and for 
the County of Summit, State of Utah, do hereby 
certify that the attached papers a.re all the files 
and papers in my office pertaining to the case 
of E. J. Jeremy, Plaintiff, vs. Angel Bertagnole, 
et al., Defend8Jnts; that all minute entries of the 
proceedings had in the case in t'his eourt are en-
eluded iifl: said papers and that an undertaking 
on appeal has been filed in this office. 
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I further certify that said transcript is by 
me transmitted to the Supreme Court of the 
·State of Utah, pursuant to an order of this court. 
WITNEss my hand and seal of s:aid Court af-
fixed, this 11th day of D·eeem'her, A. D. 19,39. 
JoHN E. WRIGHT, . 
Clerk of said Court. 




2 BE IT REMEMBERED that on M·onday, ·May 15, 
19'39, a.t 10:00 A. M. the above entitled cause came 
on regularly for tria1l before the H·onorable P. C. 
Evans, one of the judges of the Third Judicial 
Dis:triet Court of the State of Utah in and for 
jSummit C:ounty, sitting without .a jury, Harley 
·w. Gustin and William H. F·ollwnd appearing as 
attorneys for the plaintiff, and Stephens, Brayton 
& Lowe by De·an F. Brayton, appearing as attor-
neys for the defendants, and P. H. Neeley appear-
i,ng as attorney for the intervener, Summit Coun-
ty, and Francis E. Bray and P. H. Neeley appear-
ing as attorneys for the intervener, Morgan 
County. 
5 E. J. JERJEMY, the plaintiff herein~ called 
as a witness in his own behalf, testified substan-
tially a..s follows : 
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DIRECT E·XAMIN.AJTION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
6 My name is E. J. Jeremy. ('Thereupom the 
defendants objected to the introduction of any 
testimony on the ground that the complaint does 
not state a c:ause of aetion against the defend-
ants and "~hich objection was by the court over-
ruled.) I reside in Salt Lake City and am a.c-
quainted with what is ge,nerally known as E·ast 
Canyon in Summit and Morgan County. 
10-14 Then v.arious exhibits, ''A" to "!G'' in.clu-
, 
sive indicating ·a fee simple or possessory title in 
plaintiff to the properties inv-olved were intro-
duced without objection. 
'T'he property merntioned in the vanous ex-
hibits is all adjoining property and I have used 
it mostly for grazing; however, some hay lands 
15 are included. Ever since I acquired the property 
I have used it largely for the grazin.g of sheep 
and cattle. I gTaze approximately ten thousand 
head of sheep and livestock on the property each 
year. The natural grasses amd foliage on the 
land are used for gTazing purposes. T'hrough the 
16 land described in the various exhibits runs a 
stream ca1led East Canyon and this stream has 
·been used in 0onnection with the grazin,g of my 
animals. Our floc:ks range substantially along the 
·creek. The creek runs through the land. We have 
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sheep on both sides and they naturally come down 
to water and if there are other sheep going up 
a!nd down the eanyon, they will mix with ours, 
which they have done. 
1~6-2:1 It was then stated on behalf of plaintiff tha.t 
there is a roadway used 'by th·e public up and 
down Ela.st C'anyon no~t to exceed in width the 
sum of sixteen feet and in some places even nar-
rower and that t1he same had be-en used for at 
le·a,st tein years and under such ,circumstances as 
woUJld create an easemen·t or right-of-w.ay for 
vehicular and pedestrian travel in the way o.f a 
·prescriptive use to the same. It was stated on 
behalf of the defendants that a wider width was 
reas,onably necessary and had been used a'lld not 
fenced except in some '·'narrow" places. 
DIREC1T EX,AMIN~TIO·N-----1Continued. 
The road down East Canyon is a c:anyon road 
atnd is used only in summ_er seasons. When the 
snow begins to fall the road gets impassable. In 
the winter time there is no one who uses the ro-ad 
except that there might be .g.ome people try to get 
through and slip off the dugway. There is no 
one that would even want to try to travel the road 
22 in bad weather, either in summertime or in rai!ny 
weather. 1 have been in the sheep 'business al,l of 
my life. At the present time, I am 70 years of 
age and I am familiar with the driving of sheep. 
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It is my opinion that a band of sheep of any sub-
stantial,nun1ber, say up"Tards of a thousand, could 
not be driYen do,Yn that road and kept within the 
conr.fines of a sixteen-foot ro~ad; in places the sheep 
would spread out for a half mile and if there isn't 
plenty of help to hold t'hem hack they would 
spread out further than that. On each side of the 
road is my grazing gr·ound and on one side is a 
stream whieh I use to water my cattle and .sheep. 
CRO~s~s EXlAMIN AJTIO·N. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
Sheep will scatter out as much as half a mile 
and more when being driven down a. road of that 
kind if there isn't help to keep them on the road. 
23 Unless the road was fenced, I do not think that 
sheerp could be .confined within the limits of even 
eight rods along the course of the road. 
I have seen my own sheep being drivffil up 
and down the road hut very seldom any others. 
We liave always tried to stop them and pronibit 
them from .going. In fact, the Bertagnole boys 
asked me for permission to go up that way and 
I have given them permission until last year when 
they went through without permission. 
I have seen other sheep being driven. up and 
down t'he canyon. Boley went do'vn through there 
two or three years ago with permission. ·I have 
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·24 inever seen ,s,alisbury go through there. In fact, 
I do not know him. The road has been used for 
vehicular and pedestrian traff~c. 'There are a 
lot of fishermen that go through t'hat way. Both· 
Summit and Morgan Counties have done a little 
work on the road, but not every year. One year 
a grader went through from Summit Cou'Ilty and 
I paid the expense of it, that is, I asked the State 
Road Commission for the use of the grader and 
I paid the men and the grader was used on a 
·Sunday. I 'have done work on the road myself, 
so far dnwn as n1y lower place where we have a 
hayfield. Morgan County repaired a bridge on 
25 the road about a year ago. There are places 
where the stream is actually on the road or within 
one rod of the road. I took possession about 19·17 
.26 and when I ·Came there the road existed. The 
road, through a part of its course, at least, is on 
a .steep sidehil·l and a good portion of it is a dug-
way. 
The road 1nore or less follows the creek. East 
Canyon is a comparatively sidehill canyon nar-
rowing do,vn i'n places. In driving sh:eep along 
the dugway -vvhere the .canyon is narrow and if 
there is any effort to keep them in the road, they 
27 will follow the road fairly ·Ctlose. If there isn't 
someone to take ·Care of them, they will scatter 
all over the dug\'ray, but they can he held better 
on the dugway or a. narrow canyo'n than they can 
be on the flat. 
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(By Mr. Brayton). 
Exhibit ",G" is a. eopy of a state pureha.se 
contract and represents the area sho,vn as '' C'' 
on the map. The eontract is paid up and is in 
good standi,ng. It has not gone tn patent. Ac-
cording to the ·contract it was due J a.nuary 1, 19'30, 
but the payments \Vere extended. W:hen I said 
31 that I ran 10,000 sheep on an average, I meant 
ewes .and lambs together with bucks and all of 
the wethers. In the winter time we go west on 
the desert. We a~lso have some summer range 
at the head of the Prorve river. The land rep-
resented by the deeds in this controversy are 
33 used as a summer range. Some~times we la.m'h ·in 
E!a.st Canyon and sometimes we lamb them over 
west of Salt Lake City. It is our usual practice 
to lamb most of our sheep out towards Saltair. 
·We haven't lambed any :Un E'ast Canyon for the 
last two or three years, and prior to that time 
we only lambed about two thousand head out of 
our five or six thousand heads of ewes in East 
Canyon. 
34 We keep small bands of sheep there all sum-
mer with their lambs. W:hen I said that t'he road 
was imp,assable after there had been a snowfall, 
I meant that it is almost impassable before snow, 
in the rainy season, along in the late summer. 
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There are very few vehicles of any kind that can 
.ge~t up there then. There is another road which 
· branches off at the south end of my property a.nd 
another branch at the nortli end of the property. 
3,5 I am not interested in any road branching off from 
E·ast. Canyon from either end of my property . 
. 36 T:he road from . the nort'h of my property goes 
down to Morgan and to Henefer. Some of the 
road to the north of my property is kept open 
during the winter time, but across my property 
people do not go after the stormy season starts. 
37 'There is another way of getting up East Canyon 
from Morgan, going south rather than crossing 
my property, but it would be a farther road. How-
ever, if they would go up over Little Mountain 
and down through ParJey's and then up over the 
summit from the area of the East Cia1nyon Re-
38 servoir, I do not think it would be any farther. 
When I told Mr. Neeley that there would not 
he any back tracking necessary, I had in mind 
where the sheep are when they start up that way. 
If ·they .eome down E1ast C'any·on rather tha1n go 
up East C:anyon, I do not know how much farther 
the other route would he from the one over my 
road. 
39 I ha.ve a good deal of fence along the road 
s.hown on the .map. Most of the fences were built 
40 or re-built after I became the owner of the prop-
41 erty. I acquired mo~t of the property about the 
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same time, t'hat is, illl 1916 and 1917 and took pos-
session of the same in those years. The double 
42 lane was eonstru.c1ted when the title to the land 
stood in the nan1e of my father and then recon-
structed by Inyself. I have been a~cquairnted with 
43 the whole place for forty years or over. 
My father always objected to sheep go1ng 
across this property and stopped them and I have 
44 done the same thing. 1Some herds have been driven 
across the property, bunches of perhaps a .thou-
sand head, but very seldom. In fact several would 
come and ask if they could go through. The last 
man that went through there, I believe, was a 
ma~n named Boley. He asked me permission to 
go down. This was three or four years ago and 
he said that he would never go down there again 
if I "\vould let him go this time, ,so I let him go. 
!There are very few horses or cattle that ever go 
45 up or down the canyon. Around 1900 I remem-
ber a man hy the name of Spencer that came up 
with a bunch of cattle, and used the road. There 
may have heen a few cattle go up and down there 
as I am not there all of the time. Possibly some-
one would go through when I was not there. 
I live in Salt Lake City and have f.or a good 
number of years. I was born in. Salt Lake, and 
46 live on this property just during the summertime. 
I continue to make my residHnce in Salt Lake and 
spend a great deal of my summer m·onths on the 
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ranch. N ormal~ly we would go to the raneh about 
in May for lambing. In the dead o.f winter we 
drive up and visit the ranch house. We stay there 
sometimes until after Christmas. I .have fed sheep 
47 ·there all wi1nter. Ordinarily I am on the ranch 
48 p·roperty most of the time during the summer 
months and stay right there. We go down to Salt 
Lake and hack the .same day and so on. I might 
have been absent from the ranch during the day-
time frequently in going down to S.aJ.t Lake. I 
have two chilaren. The oldest is about thirty-
49 ~ve. They attended s-chool in Sailt Lake and would 
spend their summers on the ranch. I was absent 
from the ranch ma1ny times during ·the summer 
months. ·This would he through the months o.f 
May and June, September and O·ctoher and July 
and August. I appreciate that the time stock 
50 would be moving along this road would be in the 
month of May, June, September and October. 
RE·DIREIC1T EX:AMIN ATION. 
(By Mr. Gustin.). 
M·os.t ·Of the sheep that go from the summer 
range to the winter range and from the winter 
range to the summer range north of my property 
go over Big M:ountain. Big Mountain is to the 
northwest of my property and there is a sheep 
trail there. lt leads down into Henefer and Mor-
gan and wherever you "rant to go up E-cho C~an-
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yon and all through the country there. This is 
the only sheep trail that I know of to the north 
51 of my property. The sheep trail that I have men-
tioned goes do"Wll Emigration Ca!Jlyon and out of 
E·ast Canyon to the west and to the north of my 
property. I would say a~bout four or five miJes. 
The defendants, I understand, have some 
p·rope·rty to the north -of my p:rtoperty that they 
acquired from a man hy the name of Ostler. Mr. 
Ostler ram sheep, but I do not think he ever went 
up East Canyon or drove his sheep through my 
5:2 property. The sheep trails used by people to the 
north -of my property are trails that go down, so 
'far as th.e west situation is concerned, through 
Emigration Canyon. 
The parallel fences marked on the map in a 
portion of 18ection 11 to the north from my ranch 
.house are about a quarter of a mile in length ; 
53 my father and myself either built or maintained 
that fence and I have pa.s.ture land on either side. 
After you get up the lane, we will say a quarter 
of a mile, then we have a pasture fence there just 
of wire, three barbed wires, that runs dowtn to the 
creek to the north, but it is not along the road at 
all. The other fences that cnunsel inquired about 
are not sheep tight fences. They were construct-
ed there for my own convenienc:e. 
Up until last year the Bert~agnoles had asked 
my permission to go either up or down East C:an-
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yon and across my property and last year. they 
just went withrout asking. The other sheep c:oun-
54 .sel inquired about in East c~anyon were not there 
with my permis,s'ion but at times I h:ave granted 
other sheep men the right to go through the prop-
erty. There is grazing ground on the each side 
of the road and my sheep graze on the road and 
to each side of it. 
In the East Canyon territory I own about 
20,000 acres mostly in Summit County. The ranch 
house is about twe1nty miles from Salt Lake ·City. 
65 It would be hard to es·timate the damage done to 
my property by the driving of sheep up or down 
E;ast Canyon. If it is going to be a sheep trail 
my land isn't worth much to me. It is one of those 
things that if used mo:De or less for driving of 
sheep up and down and co!ntinued to be so used 
I won't geot anything out of it. They will just 
pick up everything in their pa'th as they go along. 
It is one of those things that the damage could 
not he e.stimated. 
It wa.s about thr·ee or four years ago that I 
leot a man hy the name of Boley drive his sheep up 
there o'ther thrun the defendants. I told him he 
·56 couldn't ,go and he begged and wanted to go and 
he said ''I will never a·sk you again if you will let 
me go this time,'' and since that time I do not 
think he ha1s ever attempted to use th·e road. 
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RIDCRJO:SS EXA·M'IN·AlTTON. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
·The lane that extends from my property near 
the ratnch house, north into E:ast Canyon is fenced 
on both sides for a ways. I pay taxes on it and 
own it and lots of times a fell.ow owns things that 
he thinks be does and somebody else thinks it 
belongs to them, the public or anJione else. The 
road was fenced when I got the prop·eTty and I 
rebuilt them about the same width as I originally 
57 found them. I think tha.t some of my property 
is fenced in Section 34 where the road winds 
around and the fence f.ollows alon.g the road. This. 
distance I think is about a quarter of a mile aiild 
58 not over a half a mile. After we get over the 
top of the .hill we have a fence ,on down where a. 
pa'sture is but it does not follow the road. 
I unders~tand that the defendants go' from 
summer range at the Silver King which is south 
and to the east of my property. They al~so use 
la1nd in East Canyon to the north of my propHrty. 
If t.he de:Dendants desired to use the ground at 
the Silver King to the south of my property and 
run sheep on the property that. they have to the 
north of my property and without going across 
my ground they would ·come up the Bi.g Moun-
tain trail a1nd then over to near the Reservoir in 
59 P.arley 's Canyon, and go up what they call Alex-
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ander 's ·Canyon and come out o·n torp of the sum-
mit. In this way, I do· not think they would have 
ainy back track at all. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I understood that the Ostler people owned 
property later acquired by the defendants which 
·Constituted their ·summer range. 
'60 J·O·HN W. EN;S~GN was called as a witness 
on beha~lf of the plaintiff and testified substantial-
ly as follows: 
DIRE·C'T EXAMIN ATLON. 
· (By Mr. Gustin) . 
. I am an attoriney at law of this state and also 
a li~censed abstractor. I have been in the ab-
61 ,strcting business sinJce 1898 and wa.s admitted to 
the bar in 1914. T:he map which has been marked 
6l2 for reference, Exhibit "A", ean be referred to 
and I ea'n place thereon t:q.e da:tes of the issuance 
of patents on the paten ted land. As to .8ection 
27, the patent wa.s issued to the Union Pacific 
Railroad with the exception -of the northeast quar-
ter, on November 2.2, 1902. A state patent to the 
lnorthwe.st quarter and the south half of S.eotion 
2:2 was issued to· George .Q. Cannon under date 
of Octoher 25, 1910. A patent to Lot 4 of Section 
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2 "~a~ made by the United States of An1erica on 
O.ctober 13, 189~. The patent to the southwest 
quarter of the north·w·est quarter of Section 2 was 
granted by the lTnited State·s Ja1nuary 27, 1900. 
A patent to the north half of the southwest quar-
ter and the south half of the northwest quarter 
63 of Section 2 \Yas granted by the United States of 
America January 12, 1897. There seems to be 
some error in this a hstract, or else I have over-
looked a point, because I just show the patent to 
the s·outh,Yest quarter of the northwest quarter 
of Section ------, the first reference is in error. It 
\Yas Section 12 instead of 2 but the patent for this 
,portion and that portion of Section 2 were both 
is-sued January 27, 1900 from the United States. 
Patent to the south half of the southeast quarter 
of Section 2 was _granted by the United States of 
America March 11, 1890. Patent to the north-
east quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 
11, w·as granted by the United States January 
5, 187.5. Patent to the north half of the southeast 
·64 
I 
quarter of Secti-on 2 was dated May 23, 1888, ap-
parently from the United States. P·atent to all 
of .section 3:5 was dated November 22, 1902. Platent 
to Lot 12, Section 35, from the State of Utah May 
11, 1910. Patent for Lots 1, 2, 7 and 8 from the 
State of Utah dated May 9, 1910. Patent for Lot 
9, :s.ection 34 from the State of Utah under date 
of May 9, 1910. Pa t~ent for the northeast quarter 
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of Section 22 November 26, 1909 from the State 
of 1Ttah. 
With reference to the map, Exhibit ''A", I 
have drawn .colored in pen:cil lines indicating the 
lots and sections that I have referr~ed to and in 
my opinion those pencil and colored lines fairly 
represent the description of the property men-
tioned i 1n these exhibits and deeds. 
65 By stipulation the word Section 35 after the 
word Section 34 in Township, 1 North, Range 3 
East, Salt Lake Meridian wa·s inserted in the 
complaint. 
CRO:S'S' EmMIN .NTI~ON. 
('By Mr. Brayton). 
I have written on the map Exhibit "A" in 
the particular subdivisions applicable, the date 
of the patent and whether it is a state or a. United 
·States patent except section 315 as I did not have 
the information a·s to whether it "\Vas a State or 
G.overnment patent. Where there is a pencil line 
66 that ties i'n several subdivisions with an arrow 
that means they were all pa ten'ted on the same 
day. 
MR. NEiE·L,EY: ·There is a part of 8ection 
27 that lie'S in Morgan County and I would like to 
amend the answer and their compl'aint in inter· 
vention so as to include that part in 27. 
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M·R. GUS·TIN: No objection. 
67 It was stipulated that Exhibit ''A'' was a 
map p·repared by Horald G. Clark, Morgan Coun-
ty Surveyor on Aprilllth to April 14th, 19·39· and 
corr~ctly sets forth the courses amd distan·ces of 
the center of the road up and down East Canyon. 
68 M·R. GUSTIN: The record s~hould show that 
this stipulation i:s made in order to expedite the 
defendants' and interveners' case and is not a 
.part .of the plaintiff's case. 
TtHE OOURT: Yes; in other words, to dis-
pen·se with the necessity of formal proof. 
It was then stipulated that Jeremy's lane 
shown on the map is approximately si~ty feet 
wide and tha.t the map was drawn to scale. 
69 MR. GUiS··TIN: * * * As a matter of 
fact we will.stipulate as to the -correctness of the 
map and the field n.otes as a part of the defend-
ants' case and the ca.se of the interveners. 
THE C;OTJRT: I suppose if you called the 
witness he would do nothi'llg more than identify 
and reiterate whrut is shown in the field note·s. 
MR. B·RAY:'l'O·N: I think that is correct. 
There are two sets of certificates. If they could 
be m·arked "Exhibit A-1'' a.nd "Exhibit A-2'', 
and all go in together. 
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May Mr. Clark he permitted to show the 
b,oundary line between Morgarn and Summit by 
which they determine for purpose's of tax·ation, 
the boundary line whlch would cover the course 
of the r,oad. 
MR. GUS!TlN: I would let him put on there 
what he concludes is the hound·ary line, hut I think 
the exact line is very difficul1t of ascertainment, 
brut we · would stipulate that he is qualified as a 
surveyor and that is his opinion as to the line. 
(The line W·as so marked.) 
70 MR. BRJAYT·ON: Now, that map has been 
referred to hy both witnes•ses, Mr. Jeremy and 
Mr. Ensign. 
·Now, these, they tell me, M·r. Gustin, are the 
no1tes, Exhibit A-1 the notes, and EXJhibit A-2 
i,s the pr.oo:f ,a1nd should be- attached to this ex-
hi,bit, or at leas;t go into evidence at the same time. 
MR.· GUiSiTIN: We will ·stipulate that the 
~surveyor would so te-stify, and the surveyor i·s 
·competent as a surveyor, and those are his notes. 
They were then offered ·on cross examination 
of both Mr. Jeremy and M-r. Ensi:gn and received 
71 i'll evidence. T,he plaintiff offered EXhibit "A" 
for the purpose of illustrating the testimony of 
both Mr. Jeremy and Mr. Ensign a·s to the loca-
tion of the sections that are involved in the com-
plaint hut for no other purpose. 
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M·R. BRAY~ON: We have no objection. 
7:2. ''riLLI.A.M BALDWIN testified on behalf of 
the plaintiff subSttantia:lly as follows: 
DIRJE'C·T EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I a.m employed by Mr. Jeremy, the plaintiff 
73 in this ease, I started to work for him in 1919 off 
.and on. My last period of employment has been 
·since about 19'30. I am familiar wit'h East Can-
yon and the ra1nch of Mr. Jeremy and a l~arge part 
of my duties is .connected with the operation of 
that ranch. I know Mr. Bertagnole who sits here 
witth counsel and his brother Leo. During the 
month of June, 1938 I sa:w one of the defemdants 
with a hand of sheep on or in the vicinity of Mr. 
74 Jeremy's property as shown by the map. It was 
the Bertagnole that is in court. I saw them com-
ing down the lane and I went up there. We had 
s.ome sheep in the pasture adjoining ~and I asked 
him if he ha.d seen MT. Jeremy about coming down 
the cany.on or up t'he road, .and he said rno he 
hadn't yet, but he tried to and I says, "You must 
not have tried very hard because he has a phone 
at home.'' I says, ''He was down to the camp 
just .a few days before when y.our truck went down 
and you were in it.'' The s·heep were being driven 
soUJth toward the Jeremy ranch house. The sheep 
when I first sHv\1 .. them were almost to the creek-
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hed, approximately 2,000 head of them any maybe 
more. They were right in the roadway where it 
is fenced. I do not know where they were before 
75 they got t:o the lane a.s I did not see them. The 
fence o~r lane thrut I am speaki:ng of goes directly 
north from the Jeremy ranch and is straight for 
about a quarter of a. miie. I didn't see them 
north of that. It was about evening o.f the day 
in question that I saw the Bel'ltganole sheep. 
C·ROS:S EXAJ\HNATllON. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
A ma1n by the name of Woodrow Smith was 
iihere at the time working for Bertagnole and I 
think one other man. I did not see them except 
7·6 when they were in the fence lane on what we call 
summit creek which eome~s fr.om the west and 
joi1ns E1ast Canyon below the raneh house there. 
I wa.s at the ranch and I 'vent do·wn. "When I first 
began diS"cussing the question of sheep I a·sked 
him if he had asked Mr. Jeremy if he could come 
up that way. He said no, he c.ouldn 't get in touch 
witth him. He let me understand that he had tried 
77 to get him. I don ''t thirnk that I said anything 
!about whether there wn~s a. road or whether he 
should he on it or anything of that sort. There 
was no argument he1tween us. I might have asked 
him if he got a. ri,ght fr.om Tom Foreman. 'There 
was nothing said about whether or not there was 
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a public road. ''·Q. Did he tell you he had come 
up East Canyon \Yith his sheep~ A. No, he didn't 
teH me, but I asked him. He couldn't get in 
there any other \Yay.'' That is the only w·ay that 
he could get into the property. The first time I 
sa\v his ·sheep he \vas coming from the north, 
going south and he couldn't turn that bunch of 
78 sheep in the lane there very handy. He eould not 
of unloaded them where the road crossed the rail-
r;oad. I do not know the name of the man that 
was with MT. Bef!tagnole. The man that was with 
me was named Woodruff Smith and he works for 
79 Jeremy also .or did at that time. The Bertagnole 
,sheep then went down the hi,ghway more east 
than south towards P.a~k City. I do not know 
"\Vhere they were going. I have not been on their 
summer range. I do not live at the Jeremy ranch 
the year around, only in the summertime. I go 
baek and forth from the desert. I am not a fore-
mrun for Mr. Jeremy and do not have any title. 
I merHly work. I have been steadily employed by 
Mr. Jeremy since 1930, and have worked for him 
80 as long ago as 1919. Between 19,19· and 1930 I 
w.orked for him most of the time. 
REDIREIC!T EXkM'IN A'TION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I was on the raneh during the entire month 
81 of June, 1'938. I do not herd sheep, but I have 
observed sheep being herded. I am f·amiliar with 
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the road down East Canyon to the north of this 
lane that I have spoken of. It is my opinion that 
from the individuals I saw in charge o.f this parti-
cu1ar herd, they could not have bee1n driven up 
East Canyon from the north end of Mr. Jeremy's 
property down to the lane within the confines of a 
sixteen foot road. It would be in1possible to keep 
them from spreading. 
R.ECROSS EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. Neeley) . 
.812 ·Two men could ~ot drive that band of sheep 
along that sixteen f.oot. right-of-way in places they 
would spread out at le'ast a quarter of a mile with 
only two men in charge. It is impossible to say 
Where sheep are going to go, but a herd of sheep 
would take in more than sixteen feet in width 
and more than four rods in place,s', and sometimes 
83 more th'a'n eight rods. Yon .cannot keep them 
straight along in a line unless you have got a. man 
for each sheep along the course of the road. When 
I mentioned two thousand head o.f sheep I meant 
bot~h ewes and their lambs. It 1ni~ght have been a 
b•and of mnre tha'n two thousand, but not under. 
86 RE;DIR·E~CT EXAMINIA!TION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
'·' Q. Can you state the approximate average 
width of the acua.l traveled portion of that road-
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way north of the double fence line here \Yhi~c:h you 
haYe- indicated as being sixty feet in 'vidth o? A. 
Why, it i's about as \Yide as the tracks of an auto-
mobitle. Q. You mean by that, about how wide. 
A. Any,vhere from six to ten feet; sixteen. feet 
in places. Q. And sometimes I will ask you to 
state if it is much narrower th~an that~ A. It is 
as narro'' as an automobile ean pass, in places. 
Q. I will ask you to state if there are p.Jace)s on 
that road that automobiles ·cannot pass' A. There 
is. Q. More than one~ A. Yes, several on those 
dugways. '' 
RECROSS EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
T'his is a two way highway, but on occasions 
on the roadway two automobiles may meet to pass 
· each other and they may have to back up on the 
dugway in order to get by. Occa'Sionally, vehi~les 
traveling up and down the road might meet a 
her·d of sheep ana the herd has to scatter or the 
car has to go around, one or the other. Irn those 
88 plaJc.es the road would be made wider than the 
line or the wheel or track of an automobile, so 
thwt actually the road is wider than just the wheel 
tracks down through that canyon and then if you 
want to call it a. road-it is just ground, that is 
all. Some places they would turn out, where there 
was no road at all, in the brush. Q. There are 
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dugways down there, aren't there~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So that there has been some c:Onstruction on 
the road 1 A. Yes sir. 
89 E. J. JEREMY, the plaintiff, was recalled as 
a wi tne.ss in hi's own behalf and testirfied sub-
stantially as follows: 
DIRE:C'T E~AMINATION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
·The center line of which is marked on Ex-
hi:bit ''A" as East Canyon Road as it now exists 
and as it existed a year ago this coming June and 
so far as the actual tra:ve'led portions thereof are 
concerned, eonsi,sted of a. 01ne track road, that is, 
one which is mostly autos or wa,gons or whatever 
goes up and down there. It is jus·t a one-tra:ck 
road. If cars meet sometimes one would pull out 
a little bit .and let the other by and then he will 
go on. The average traveled portion is just as 
wide as a vehicle of a1ny kind~:five or six feet 
I s·uppose or le:ss. 
·90 At all times I have pai:d taxes upon the entire 
property indicated on Exhibit ''A''. 
·OROiSS EXlAMIN (1\ TTON. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I~t takes more than the widt'h of one auto-
mobile or one wagon where they have to pass and 
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which of.ten oocurs on the road. T1hey have to 
wait in places in order to pass. On my ground 
they can get by each other, but a herd of sheep 
trailing through would take more width than an 
automobile or wag·on; likewise, a herd of e:a ttl e. 
91 If you happen to meet a herd ·Of sheep and it is 
open on t·he side the sheep "rill go quite a distance, 
and if they are let go and not brought back onto 
the road they will continue to :spread I would .say 
for about a half mile. 'They s·ca:tter out just as 
far as there is feed. A herd of sheep cannot be 
92 kept on that road and in some cases they would 
·spread out about a half a mile and then might 
narrow down to the 'vidth of the wagon road. It 
is natural for them to keep scattering. I have 
93 never driven my sheep down. that road personally. 
My s'heep run on both sides and we don't pretend 
to try the keep them on the road. You cannot keep· 
94 sheep on the road. It ta!kes just as much country 
as the sheep want to travel on. It d.oes'n.'t make· 
any difference how many men you have. I do not 
bow the average width along a road that you can 
keep sheep on. The sheep· driven up a1nd down 
that canyon will s·catter afl over the country w.hieh 
most of them do. This particular country is dif-
ferent than other ·Canyons that I have driven sheep 
in. It is a canyon a'lld the road sometimes is close 
to the creek, and other times is right out in the 
open an.d the flock or whatever you are driving 
naturally will vary in widt~. 
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RE~DIRE~C'T EXAMIN .A:TION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I do not believe you could keep a hand of 
·sheep in the confines of that road if you had as 
many men as sheep, unles~s you worked them just 
as a fence ; that is, taking hold of hands or some-
tbing of that kind. 
~E~c~ROlS,S EXAMINkTION. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
'' Q. From your experience as a sheepman, 
Mr. Jeremy, taking into cornsideration the road 
and the adequate help, as sta.ted by Mr. Neeley, 
to take care of a hand of .sheep, either that many 
men, or more, if you think it is ne~cessary to be 
adequate, couldn't a competent man with com-
petent help, hold tho1se sheep on an eight rod strip 
down. that road~ 
MR. GUS:TIN: Now, if the court please, we 
ofbject to that on the ground it is assuming some-
thing not shown lby the record, and it is repetiti-
ous and argumentaltive. 
'T;HE CIO·URT: He may answer. 
A. I think they could, but it is hard to get 
·competent help, I find. I don't lmow, but maybe 
someone el.se can get it, but I fail to do that. 
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The plain tiff thereupon rested. 
96 .... ~ motion .for a non-suit against t1he plaintiff 
in beha~lf of both of the defendants was made by 
Mr. Brayton on the grounds that no equitable 
relief had been proven in the case; that threatened 
trespasses had not been shown and were not 
multifarious. It, was stipulate-d, however, that 
Leo M. Berta.gnole and Angel Bertagnole were 
both the owners of the hand of sheep mentioned 
in the complaint. 
The motion for non-.suit was denied and over-
ruled with permission to renew the motion at a 
later time. 
104 Upon behalf of the defenda1nts Exhibit "2''' 
wa1s offered in evidence with the understanding 
that the various sectionrS of real prop·erty involved 
were shown on the map (Exhibit "2''). 
105 S. 0. BORTER called as a witness on behalf 
of the defendants testified substantially as foil-
lows: 
DIRJECT E·XAMIN ~T]ON. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
106 I was horn in East Canyon at Porterville in 
Morgan County in the year 1870. I have lived 
there practically ever since. I know the location 
of East Canyon a'nd East C'anyon creek. I made 
my first trip there around July 1, 1881. My father 
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was intereste-d in a but•eher shop at P~ark City 
and he and I •started up there with a bunch of 
sheep and some ca:ttle mixed and we stayed all 
night at the mouth of a canyon called Deer Hol-
low. The nex:t day we went on up to Park City. 
On arriving at Park City we learned Pres. Gar-
field ha.d just been shot. 
MR. ~GUIS1TIN: ·Now, if the court please, 
we move to strike that p·ortion of the answer 
which states in effect, "'That we started up there 
with a bunch of sheep and some cattle mixed, and 
we stayed .all night at the mooth of a eanyon called 
107 Deer Hollow. T~he next day we wenlt up to Park 
City,'' on the ground that that p,o,rtion of the an-
swer is entirely immaterial and irrelevant, and 
\so far as some of the portions of thi1s property 
is ·Concerned indicates, in fact, I believe all of it, 
eXic:ept one piece perhaps, ~ndicates a time prior 
to patent, either from the Government or the 
Sta.te, and, therefore, would be wholly imma~terial 
on the theory that neither the Government or the 
State can he adversed. 
TH!E OOURT : ·The motion will be denie-d. 
108 I was about 10 or 11 yeafls old at t·he time. 
There wrus .a kind of a road, nort very good in some 
places, but was traveled by teams and horseback 
through the canyon a.t that time and stoek wa'S 
driven on it. S·o far a.s_ ·camp outfits w·ere cotn-
cerned,· we had some quirts on a pony a.nd horse-
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,baQk. We knew that we had to stay all ·night with 
those sheep. I ha:ve been fa.~miliar with that road 
ever since that time and have used the road con-
tinuously for a'bout fifteen years or such a. matter 
and have herded cattle out of Cottonwood south 
of Sa'lt Lake. ,, ... e 'vould take the cattle to the 
canyon f.or the summer and drive hack in the Fall. 
When drivi'llg hack from Cottonwood I would go 
by way of Parley ''s Canyon and then down this 
road. Sometimes in the spring of t~he year there 
was ,snow ·On the mountain and we had to continue 
on up Parley's :clear up to the top, up to the sum-
mit and down by Bnzzo's and down by what is 
109 now called ~Gorgoza. Otherwise, we would go 
up through the Dell. When we got up to where 
the reserYoir is now ~n Parley's Canyon, we would 
go up the left-hand canyon over the Big Moun-
tain into E 1atst Canyon. at the mouth of Littie 
Dutch. In going over P·arley's sum.mit to get to 
the East Canyon road we went straigh1t down this 
canyon that leads from Parley's summit to East 
Canyon. We used to cross the ridge a~t about the 
same plac.e. A!bout the next year there was a 
110 saw-mill up in what is known a1s Big Dut:eh. In 
driving stock, we would drive from P:orterville to 
Park City in the way that I have described. I'll 
coming from the summit of Pa.rley''S c·anyon, we 
w-ould be cut off at Jeremy':s and then would come 
across the ridge w.here the lane is now. This would 
be true if we were driving from .or to Cottonwood. 
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We would drive over the ridge because it was 
open and no fences i'n that part. ·There were lots 
of sheep and cattle driven up and down the can-
yon those years, hut I do not remember who they 
were except in abou1t 1895 a man by the name of 
Maxfield also herded ·cattle from this south coun-
try here. There wa'S a man by the name of C'Iive 
111 but that wasn't until after 1881. He used to drive 
stock back and forth from Salt Lake to his ranch 
in the mouth of Big Duteh hut that was several 
years later. T:here 'vere men that used to go over 
on the Strawberry and others from Cottonwood, 
who: used the road ·but I can't tell you their names 
now. East Ca,nyon wws used to range both cattle 
and sheep prior to 1890 .and both cattle and sheep 
that were ranged in East Canyon were taken in 
and .out over this road. Exhibit ' 1'·2" is the map 
referred to as Exhibit '' 1 '' in connection 'vith 
Porter's deposition. 
113 MR .. BRAYTiQN: I wi'll read that ques~ion 
again. '' Q. I call your attention to the East Can-
yon Road marked on the map (D·e'fenda.nts' Ex-
hihi!t 2.) at the point Bear Hollow. State on what 
'side of East C:anyon Creek the road formerly 
went and on what side of the creek it is now on?'' 
MR. GUlS1TIN: We ohjeet to that on the 
ground it i·s wholly immaterial and irrelevant The 
Exhibit '' 2'' shows that Be-ar Hollow is not on 
the property in controversy. 
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MR. BRJ..~YTON: It is a m·atter o.f history, 
if your Honor please, only. I don't think we 
should be confined to these particular five sections 
involved here in talking· about this road. 
THE· OOlJR.T: ·The ohjeetion is overruled. 
''A. It 'va~s on the ea'st side of the creek from 
down here below the East Cany{)ln Reservoir, to 
what they call Schuster Creek." 
114 ·Sehuster Creek crosses at Be-ar Hollow. It 
ran on the west side of the creek from B·ear Hol-
low and follows the creek on the west side and 
went through Jeremy's field where his field is 
now on the west side of the c.reek. Is that true 
until it reaches the P·ark City road where Gorg-
oza now is 1 The old road used to make a turn 
here (indicat'i~g). .Since then they have made 
115 another crnssing above Bear H'ollow and made 
a. dugway up on the east side of the creek around 
the east side of Jeremy's fence. 
116 CRO·S:S EXIAMI·NikTION. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
My father and my.self in July of 1881 drove 
a herd of sheep across this road and I have made 
a blue pencil markin:g ·On the 1nap, Exhibit "2", 
showi,ng the course that my father and myJSelf 
took. The blue line that I have drawn is desig-
nated by No. 1. \\T e never drove so many sheep 
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over the road. It was mostly eattle. We drove 
them a good number of times from about 1885 to 
1895. We drove ca'tltle about twice a. year over 
that way. T·he last time that we dro'Ve either 
:c:a ttle or sheep over the road, that is t'he line that 
I have dra\Vll on the map, was about 18915 or 1896. 
117 At that time the property was called Sears & 
Jeremy and s·ome of it was fenced. Almost one-
half mile nor'th of the cabin that we had, No. 2 
on the ma:p, we crojs·sed the property. I knew the 
1118 country pretty vvell. The hollows have been named 
sinee that time, some of them. My answers have 
·been given from a combination of both reeollec-
tion and maps. When we went over the property 
we never saw a~nybody there to ask permis·sion 
from. At no time did I ever ask permission to 
go over the property. The on'ly way that I know 
whose property it wa.s i·s by hearsay. It went 
119 by the na:me of Sears & Jeremy. In driving cattle 
we f o1lowed the old trail. It was called a roa.d, 
a poor road, it was about the width of a wagon. 
·The eat'tle used to s·ometimes spread out a.bout 
100 or 200 feet. You couldn't drive a herd down 
a six foot road. It would he more than a 16 foot 
road, sometimes 200 feet. In foll·owi1ng the road 
back and forth from summer to winter range, 
120 we didn't graze until 've got down below Big 
Dutch. The witness indi·eated Big Dutch on the 
map hy the N·o. 3. We grazed catlt'le in Little 
D·utch, both east and we·st of East Canyon, some 
11111111111111111111111 
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500 to 800 head. We "'"ould drive the ca~ttle al01n~g 
the route indicated twic.e a. year. We didn "t al-
ways go up by Jeremy's. In the fall ·of the year 
we would go up Litrtle Dutch and down into the 
Dell. It was a little nearer to come over that wa.y 
121 and we did it as a. matter of c:onvenience. Slome-
times there was too much sn-ow over Big Moun-
tain to drive across. I d·o rrot believe we used that 
trail except "'hen we drove sheep two or three 
times bet"~een 1881 and 1895 We would drive up 
through East CanJion over Jeremy's ranch when 
we would take them to Pa.rk City to the butcher 
shnp. The sheep would scatter along or feed along 
up the creek. We did not attempt to keep the sheep 
on the so-called trail or the road. There weren't 
any claims of anJ~body else up there, only the one 
ahove Little Dutch and it was the Sears & Jeremy 
claim and they weren't there at the time I drove 
sheep up the first time in 1881. I would drive the 
1'22 sheep along the road ~but they would sc.atter out 
for possitbly 100 or 200 feet. vV e were driving them. 
We weren't grazing the country with them, be-
cause we wanted to get along. We were there in an 
attempt to take advantage of the hes·t available 
trail. I have never di~s;cu·ssed this mat1ter with 
123 Mr. Jeremy. I don't even know him. I wa:s born 
in 1869. 
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(By Mr. Brayton). 
The c.reek that I knew as Deer Hollow O'Il' the 
map Exhi,bit 2 is markea with blue pencil and 
,given the No.4. By ~y blue p.encilline where it 
connects with the Park City road, I do not mean 
to .change ~the testim!ony I gave on direct examina-
tion: to the effect tihat I drove cattle from Cotton-
wood to East c·anyon across approximately the 
s~ame route that i1s now marked by the lane at 
the Jeremy ranch. 
RJEiC:RO,S:S· E:xt&MIN'ATIO:N. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I think I dr:o¥e sheep over this course aJbout 
three time's between 1881 to 1895 with about 100 
head in each buneh, mostly wethers. 
1:25 E. L. R.A,SMUISS·EN, a. witness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
a.s follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. N·eel,ey). 
My name is .E,. L. Ra.sm~ssen and I reside in 
Gorgorza in Summit County and have for about 
fifty years. I am 5.3 years old. ·Gorgorza is close to 
the East Canyon ·C·reek and road. I ha.ve traveled 
over the road ever since I .c.an remember. When 
126 I was .ahout ten years old I went over the roa·d 
with my father for lumber which we got just ibelow 
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Jeremy's pla.c.e, about three miles down the c.an-
yon. ,, ... e 'brought the lumber out over the road 
'vhere it is now, to the southeast to\vard the Plark 
127 City high"~ay. A neighbor by the name of Niel-
son also used the road for hauling out lumber. 
There was quite a bit of it hauled to ·S.alt Lake 
and quite a lot to Park City. At this time, .th~re 
\Vas only one road to get over. The road co·n-
tinued on down through Morgan ·County, but that 
128 would have been a. long \Yays around to P·ark City 
or to Salt Lake. I do not remember when the saw-
mill \Yas put up but it \Vas there two years that 
I know of. I was eight years old when I was a.t 
the sa\Y-mill. I drove sheep and cattle up and down 
the road and had seen sheep driven there almost 
129 every year for a long time. When I was eight, 
nine, ten and eleven years old there were three or 
four different outfits that docked their lambs down 
there and I helped. I saw these people move 
sheep back and forth. iSome sheep lambed down 
there and then \vere driven onto the Provo River 
and upon to the Weber when we first came into 
the country. There was one year that the Smiths 
had six thousand head in two herds. They lamhed 
down around what we ;c:all Dry Hollow, the head 
130 of Bear Hollow. They came from Tooele and 
went out over on the \Velher and Provo River. 
Larsens used to drive up .and down there and 
Maxfield. This would be about forty-two yeurs 
ago when I first kne\\7 of them and this continued 
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for ten years that I know. I have never driven 
any sheep over the road. I know of cattle having 
been driven over the road in 1898 until 1914. That 
131 is the last that I was around in there. The cattle 
varied. It went from one hundred to four hun-
dred and fifty head. Cattle were driven both 
wa.ys. The sheep were mostly driven out, outside 
of the La.rsens, they summered in there and Max-
fields. There are hundreds of automobiles that go 
down there every summer. I have never paid any 
attention to the width that a herd would take 
in going through the country. Ordinarily, cattle 
13'2 would take what we figured upon as three or four 
rods. If we got. out very far, we couldn't drive. 
134 In driving cattle we would generally take about 
four rods beeause we didn't have the men to 
gather them up if they scattered out on us. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
·The last time that I drove cattle down East 
O!anyon was in 1916. Prior to that time we would 
go down there almost every year. Sometimes 
twice, down once and up once. Some of the times, 
I was driving cattle for ·Clayton. Their place is 
13'5 what is now known as McF'arland 's. I cannot 
say how far north that plajce was from the Jeremy 
property, hut it was a.t the mouth of Big Dutch. 
I am a. neighbor of Mr. Jeremy and have 
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never had any litigation "Tith him over water. 
136 There is no "\Yater on my property. There was 
s-ome litigation between my parents and Mr. 
Jeremy over water on their place. I inherited 
137 some of my father's property. My place joins 
Mr. Jeremy's ranch, that is, the one down on the 
high,Yay. The line runs north and south and my 
place is on the "\Vest side of his. I do not remem-
ber any difficulty bet,Yeen myself, my mother or 
father and Mr. Jeremy or any of his men about 
taking cattle across his property. The last time 
I took cattle down or was -vvith cattle -vvas in 1915. 
I ceased taking cattle down that creek because 
I went off on a job. I have not driven livestock 
138 or sheep dovvn the road -since that time. 
A. R. B·ER.TOCH, a witness produced on he-
half of the defendants, testified substantially as 
follows: 
DIRE;·CT EX\AMIN A·TilON. 
(B·y Mr. Neeley). 
I live at Croydon, Morgan ·County. I wa.s 
·born there sixty years ago. I was Game Warden 
from 1913 to 1'917. I never traveled over t~he en-
tire East C'anyon road until aJbout 19,21 but I used 
to go up as fas as the county line, between Morgan 
and Summit County. There has been a road there 
ever since my earliest recollection. I was State 
Deputy Game Warden from 1921 to 19'27 and my 
duties took me over this road. Sometimes quite 
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often and sometimes a period V\70uld elapse be-
tween from May until late fall. The public used 
140 the road the same as any other generally traveled 
road. During the fishing season, the travel was 
heavy, m·o~tly automobile traffic. The earlier 
part of 1ny experience on the road it was mostly 
with team and buggy. I ·have seen livestock on 
the road, both sheep and cattle both up and down 
j t. 
141 CARL PHILLIPS, a 'vitness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, being first duly sworn, 
testified substantially as follo,vs: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I live at Porterville, M·organ County and have 
lived there for forty-eight years. I am familiar 
with the East c·anyon road. I was the Morgan 
142 ,c·ounty road supervisor during the years 19"33 and 
1934. We maintained the road throughout the 
year. We did our work in the Spring and in the 
Fall. It was n1ostly grader work. We had a 
caterpillar and a grader and we "rould work into 
the hill and push the dirt off. !1ost of the work 
we did was on the- dugway. In fact all the way 
through the road, but the most ':vork was on the 
dugways. Sometimes the w·ork 'vould extend the 
width of sixteen or eighteen feet and sometimes 
twenty-four feet, approximately. We did not 
143 make any fills in the road. It V\7as just a 1natter 
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of maintenance and keeping~ rocks off the road 
and the road smooth. We c~onstructed a wooden 
culvert or sn1all bridg·e on the road and sometimes 
larger bridges in w·hich we put new stringers and 
new coYering. I believe that there vYere about 
six or seven bridges. Our \York terminated on 
the ·county line or just beyond s-outh of Bear Hol-
low and \Yas done at the request and expense of 
Morgan C'ounty. 
CRO·SS EXAMINAT:UON. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I have heard the name S-chuster Creek. I am 
also familiar with vv.hat is known as Little Dutch 
and Big Dutch Hollows. While I have never meas-
144 ured the distance, it is my recol~ection that our 
work extended approximately five miles south 
from. Big Dutch and Little Dutch. 
RE·DriRE·CT EXAMINATION. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I am not acquainted with the location called 
Porcupine. I know of a canyon that has heen 
called Bear Canyon or Bear Hollow. It Is ap-
145 proximately a mile from Schuster Creek. 
CLARENCE C. RitC'H, produeed as a witness 
on hehalf of the defendants, being· first duly 
S'\vorn, testified substantially as follo,vs: 
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D·lRE'OT EXAMiNATION. 
('By Mr. Neeley). 
I live at Richville, Morgan County, and have 
lived there for fifty y-ears. I am acquainted with 
the E;ast Cnnyon road and have been dire·ctly ac-
quainted with it since 1935, and I knew about the 
road up the main :canyon before that year. In 
fact, practically all my life. Since 19135 I have 
been a Road Commissioner for Morgan c~ounty 
and my duties had to do with maintaining and 
keeping the roads in that county in shape. We 
have widened out East C·anyon road and in doing 
so would bo-rrow from ·2 to 3 rods out. It has been 
straightened in a few places and some culverts 
have been changed and rebridged. We have 
·Changed the dugways and sloped them so as to 
keep the rocks out of the road s-o that the sheep 
would n,ot bring them down .so re.adily. I have 
14!7 always ·OVS·erved sheep trailing along the road. 
Q. Have you observed the use that has· been 
made of the .road. A. There has been a lot of us-e 
made of the road. 
Q. Well, included in that lot of use, what 
use have you actually observed, of the road~ A. 
Well, vehicular traffic most o.f all. 
I have s-een sheep along the road to quite a 
great extent a.nd have seen sheep camps and things 
of that nature. I have seen very few cattle on 
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the road. I know where Bear ·Creek is. The work 
that we were doing on the road would stop just 
op:posite Bear Hollo"T and this is where we 
figured the boundary line betw-een Morga.n and 
Summit Counties was. The work was done by 
;Summit County at its request and expense. 
('By Mr. Gustin). 
The work done on the East Canyon road com-
menced at Morgan and went south to what we 
thought wa.s the south :bound3rry line of M·organ 
County. I have seen sheep on both sides of the 
Big Mountain. I have seen them come down Little 
Dutch which is across from Big Mountain. Little 
Dutch is a stream that comes into East Canyon on 
a portion of the road that we were working. I 
understand that Big Mountain is up· Little Dutch 
150 to the west. Since 19135 I have had occasion to 
widen the road in places where it was too narrow 
for safety; that is, where it was not too hard to 
push out. I thin'k that there is hut very few places 
that two cars can't pass, p-roviding they are not 
going at quite a rate of speed. The road would 
be widened out so that two: cars could pass and 
stay on the r·oad with safety. T.he last time that 
I did any work on the road was last F·all. I had 
both the grader and the dozer-two graders. I 
had a dozer patrol and a grader and an R.D. 6. 
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151 We shoved the snow out since last Fall and this 
~Spring as far as the MeF1arland ranch. We would 
not do this every time it snowed, but we would try 
to keep the road open all winter to the McFar-
land ranch. Perhaps, there would be a space of 
a weeik that we would be .busy down where the 
population was and then we would hit off and 
open up those other roads and the reasons for 
that was that there were three ·or four ranches 
there and there is a beacon light fellow who ha.s 
to go up. to: the Borcupine light every so often. 
During the Winter these ranchers in this vicinity 
would have an open road from their ranches to 
M·organ and that is as far as we went with our 
snow plow. I do not know what was done on the 
'Summit C-ounty side. 
·RE:DIR:EIC:T EXAMIN ATIO,N. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
·The sheep t·hat I saw were in East C·anyon, in 
the road and the ·ones that I hav.e in mind at the 
present time were just this side of S~chuster c·reek, 
just north of Schuster. The r~oad was used for 
getting to the beacon light.. For that purpose the 
beacon light man goes as far as the McF~arland 
ranch and then up to Porcupine peak. 
153 THJOM~AlS W. B·UTTERS, a witnes·s pro-
dueed on behalf of the defendants, testified sub-
stantially as follows : 
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DIR.E·CT EXAMINATI,ON. 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I have lived in Morgan for 66 years and I 
am familiar with the ·E·ast Canyon road. I have 
been familiar ·wi.th the lowe-r .part of it up to the 
McFarland ranch for over forty years and have 
had occasion tn use the road from Morgan or the 
reservoir up to the mouth of Taylor Hollow. My 
father was caretaker of the dam for about thirty-
seven years and I used to go with him quite a 
lot .. I have been a co-unty -commissioner, road 
1'54 supervisor for Morgan C'ounty and state road 
agent, and my duties took me over the East Can-
yon road. This was about twenty-four or twenty-
five years ago. The nature of my work was gen-
eral maintenance, taking out the rocks and filling 
up all places that we called mud holes that people 
couldn't get through very good. In my work, on 
156 the road we went just a;bove what they call Bear 
1'57 Hollow. When I was county commissioner, there 
was a. dispute aibout the location of the boundary 
line between Morgan County and ;Summit ·C·oun-
ty. The work on the road only went a little ways 
158 south from Bear Hollow. When I was the county 
commissi·oner of Morgan County, most of the 
work in those days on the road was done in the 
'Spring of the year. This was in 1923, '24 and '2'5. 
We widened the dugways as best as we iCOuld, used 
hors.es in those days and graders, took loose rock 
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off, that the sheep and animals had loosened and 
pat~ched up some low pliaces wh;ere it was muddy 
and rutty and leveled it ·SO people could get along, 
gener,al maintenance and of course repair bridges 
and some culverts. I was called a Sta.te Road 
Agent. The work was done at the expense of 
15'9 M-organ County at the request of the county com-
missioners. 
·GOLDE1N P 10R.TER, a witness called on be-
half of the defendants, testi,fied substantially a.s 
follows: 
D~ffiE1CT EXAJM~INATIIQN. 
(By Mr. N·eeley). 
I live at Richville, Morgan County and ha.ve 
160 lived there since 1910. I know of the East C~an­
yon road. I have traveled it since 1928 that I 
know of and I remember one time of going down 
·before 19,28 but I do not remember the date. Since 
1'9128 I have traveled the road at least once a year 
with an automobile. I have trailed livestock down 
it. O:ct;oher of 19;28 wa.s the first year. I took about 
161 350 head ·of sheep. I entered the highway at 
Atkins-on from the Boley "J.a,mbing grounds and 
went down the road, down East C'anyon. Atkinson 
is a loading station between here and Parley'·s 
P·ark. We trail through Parley's Par:k and then 
down East Canyon. I trailed sheep down there 
in 1935, '36 and '37. In 19'3:5 I believe it wa.s in 
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October, I took a !band of 160 head. In 1936, I 
162 took a. band of 320 some odd head. In 1937 I took 
a band of about 300 head. ''T e 'vere tiaiking the 
sheep t·o RirhYille and I trailed them on the high-
w·ay. They were off a little at times, in places a 
fe"\v rods, and other times not, "~hen on dugways. 
163 I would say that I used about a hundred feet both 
ways in trailing my sheep. I do not know that I 
have ever seen anyone else using the road. The 




1By Mr. Gustin). 
I am 3:2 years old and my occupation is that 
of ranching and stock growing. Atkinson is on 
164 the main highway several miles to the east of 
Gorgorza. The sheep that I ran in 1928 I pur-
chased from the Boley brothers and in the last~ 
p-revious years, it has been Warren Boley in-
dividually. It is not a fact that upon the purchase 
of the sheep from the Boley brothers that I was 
told by them tha.t they had permission to go down 
East Canyon from Mr. Jeremy. They just said 
that I could drive down East Canyon. It was a 
·County road and a trail and they thought I could 
165 drive down it. They did not say that they h~ad 
permission from Mr. Jeremy. We tried to keep 
the sheep on the trail. I understood it was a trail 
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and I was supposed to keep them on it. 'We did 
not attempt to keep the sheep on the traveled 
road. 
RED~IRECT EXAMINATIO·N. 
('By Mr. Neeley). 
I attempted to keep them on the trail so they 
wouldn't do any da.ma.ge to any ground off the 
highway. 
16~6 W. V. S~HA W, a witness produced on behalf 
of the defendants, testified substantially as 
follows: 
DIRE~C:T EXAMrNATION. 
('By Mr. Neeley). 
I live at Porterville in Morgan County and 
have lived there since the ~Spring of 19'20. I have 
been over East Canyon road several times. I wHs 
over it with a. team and wagon in approximately 
19,2·2 or '23, going to Snyderville, where we had 
a hay ranch. I made one trip going and coming 
in a. car and I have driven sheep going and ,eom-
16'7 ing. I made the trip in the car in 192·5 or 1926. 
In November of 1927 I miade a trip with the sheep. 
We started from the ranch at P·orterville, taking 
them to feed a.t Snyderville and we used the E1ast 
Canyon road for this purpose. We went on the 
5th of November and came back on the 12th of 
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·Decen1ber, the S<1Ine year. There was approxi-
mately 850 head in the ha.nd. 
CBOSiS E·XAMINATI:ON. 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
168 That is the first time and the only time that 
I ha.ve driven sheep up and do·wn East. Canyon. 
169 HYR.UM A. JORGEN1S'O·N, a witness pro-
duced on behalf -of the defendants, testified sub-
stantially as follo\vs: 
Dffi.E,CT E~INATIO:N. 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I live at P-eoa, twelve miles east of Park City, 
Summit County, I have lived there for 6·5 years. 
I am acquainted \Yith East Canyon. The first time 
that I had business in that neighborhood was 
about forty years ago. !fy father lhought four or 
five head of milk co\vs and a few c.alve.s and it 
\Yas n1y first trip driving liv-estock. We brought 
170 them home by taking them up East Canyon. I 
remember meeting son1e teams on the road and 
\Vhen we were coming up \vith cows \Ve met quite 
a bunch of ~cattle going down and w·e drove our 
stock in a hollow at the road until they went past. 
I do not kno\v \vho they were. I have seen wagons 
and teams ·on the road and ·o·ther stock besides 
171 that being driven by me. At that time, I wa.s 
traveling by horseback. In the Fall o.f 1931, I 
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bought a bunch of lambs and took them from the 
B·ertagnole ranch to Henefer. I took them up. the 
Weber by way of this road. In the Spring o.f 1932 
I took 1'200 range ewes a.:rid their lambs down E·ast 
'Canyon on the Ostler range and summered and 
came hack the same way in the F·all. In going to 
my Summer range, on the ·Ostler property fflom 
Peo.a, we would 'COme up the Park City road and 
then .come across Silver ·Cr·eek lby Atkinson, and 
172 travel that road d·own to tGorgorza and then from 
Jeremy's down East Canyon. We entered East 
·C·anyon from the high,va.y at the J.eremy ranch. 
It is quite a narrow lane :and is fenced. The Ostler 
ranch was located in the vicinity of Little Dutch, 
just above the East Canyon reservoir. 
173 I have seen automobiles, espeeially on Sun-
days, up and down the ~creek, campers and fishers 
and sheep. I saw sheep there this Fall. I saw 
17 4 the Stocking herd. It would take three men to 
keep the sheep within six to eight rods and to do 
175 justice to the animals. I realized that we were 
going through Mr. Jeremy's range. Since the 
176 year 19·31, I have not trailed any sheep up or 
down East Canyon. 
CROSS EXAMINATIO~N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
The only occasion that I crossed the Jeremy 
177 property with sheep was in either 19131 or '32. In 
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1931, I bought s·ome sheep from the Berta.gnole.s 
a:nd took them tn Henefer, but this is north of the 
J·eremy property and in the opposite direetion. 
178 ALFRED .ST·E~M:B·RIDIGE·, a. witness pro-
duced on behalf ·Of the defendants, testified sub-
stantially a.s follows: 
DIRE'OT E~MINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I have lived in Summit ·County for about 
fifty years. From 19117 I have heen livestock 
inspector in that county. I have had occasion 
17.9 to go up E·ast ·C:anyon many times. The 
first time in 1917, I was inspecting the Drouha.y 
sheep for diseases. I saw sheep on the East 
:Canyolll road during thos,e oc1ca.sions. I do not 
recall whose sheep they were. They were on the 
1'80 Jeremy property. I went up and down th·e road 
from 1917 to 19122 and at all tim·es saw either 
.sheep or cattle. The Bol·eys trailed sheep up and 
181 down and also Mr. ;S,tevens and the Salisburys. 
I sa.w wagons and ,cars going up the road. I 
182 couldn't say how wide it took to trail sheep. 
183 CRO.SS EXAMIN·ATlJO·N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I know Mr. Jeremy a~d I know that East 
~Oany;on road goes through the Jeremy ranch and 
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that he has a lot of sheep and used to ha.ve a lot 
of cattle. I have seen cattle and sheep in his 
range and his field. I know him to be a large 
sheep owner and I ha.ve inspe·cted his sheep more 
than once. The sheep that I saw in Bear Hollow 
184 were grazing. They were not diseased. They 
were not the ·Ostler sheep. Maxfield ranch is 
185 located just n·orth of the Jere my pr·operty and 
likewise the Ostler ranch. 
JiO·HN HO·LMBIERG, a witness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
a:s follows : 
DIRE·c·T EXAMINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
186 I live in Salt Lake County. I a.m 70 years 
old. I am acquainted with East Canyon. I hauled 
lumber from Big Dutch to P:ark City on the road. 
At that time I didn't meet very many people. 
There were .some sheep, and cattle along the trail. 
I do not know whose they were. The road was 
pretty na.rrow in those days. If you got a little 
187 bit off, you go clear off. When I was seventeen 
ye.ars old, I took a bunch of sheep down the can-
yon. I have seen .sheep and cattle at different 
times being driven on the road, !but I could not 
188 tell any specified time outside . of the time I took 
them through myself and this was in the year 
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1885. I worked on ·Clayton's ranch and drove 
sheep up and do\\11 some of the time. 
Q. ·On those occasions would you be using 
the road ".,.here it crossed wh~at is known as the 
Jeremy ran~h 1 A. I did at times; not always. 
Sometimes \Ye \vent over the Big Mountain in the 
Fall, and in the Spring, .as a rule, if the snow was 
bad, we al\Yays took the route down East C'a.nyon. 
189 In those days \Ye didn't take particular car·e of 
how much territory we took in. Maybe we would 
take from four to twenty rods wide. The largest 
;bunch of sheep· I drove. up or down this road was 
1800. We used to drive about 150 head o.f cattle 
but as -I said hefore, we would take the road 
around there unless we could get through ··the 
190 B!ig Mountain. We herded horses at tim·es, gen-
erally 30 or 40 head in a. bunch. -Sheep would take 
the gre·atest width of the ro:ad of any type of 
livestock. There was little work done by the 
county at that time. This w.as before the reservoir 
went in. Beginning in 1885, I continued to use 
191 the road for about 12 or 15 years. 
CROS.S EXAMINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
. 
192 Whenev-er it was p·o.ssihle, we would take the 
Big Mountain trail. That is where the pioneers 
came in. It goes down the Summit and into Par-
ley's .canyon. It started a.t eith·er Little Dutch 
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or Little Emigration .and those places are north 
of the Jeremy property. We were operating on 
the ~Clayton property, at Big and Little Dutch 
creeks. 
REDI.RE;C·T EXAMINATION 
(By- Mr. B ra.yton). 
·The Big Mountain trail from the Clayton 
19:3 ranch takes you over into Parley's canyon over 
Little Mountain .and into Emigration and down 
into S~alt Lake Valley. · If it wasn't snowy we 
could get through quicker the other way and as 
a rule in the Spring of the year, we would use the 
East 1Canyon road. F:rom the Clayton ranch to 
Rark City I would ~only take a horse or two but 
194 no bands of livr.est~ock. 
RE'CROIS~S EXlA.MIN'ATION 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
When "r.e took the Big 'Mountain trail in 
19'5 those days, we would c'ome out north of the Sum-
mit in Parley's ·Canyon. They used to call it the 
Dell. It w~as the old Emigration trail. 
E·RNE1ST A. F'UELLINiG, a. witness pro~ 
duced on behalf of the defendants, testified sub-
stantially a.s follows: 
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DIR.E'CT EXAMINATI~ON 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I have resided in Park City since 1881. I was 
a road supervis·Or. I haven't been in East c:an-
196 yon for a.bout 46 years, except by Jeremy's where 
I put a bridge in from the railroad and filled the 
197 
ruts. I start~d at .Jeremy's on June 21, 19·36. and 
worked there five davs. I had six men with me. 
o/ 
The 1bridge is located where it crosses a:bout :fifty 
feet from J ererily 's gate. I was p·aid by, Summit 
County .. 
CROS·S EXAMIN ATIO·N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
198 The gate was south of the Jeremy pro:perty 
and off of the highway and the bridge was about 
fifty feet north of the m·ain highway and about 
sixteen feet wide. 
199 JAME:S HE·NRY SALIS·B·URY, a witness 
produced on behalf o.f the defendants, testified 
substantially as follows: 
DIRE'C'T EXAMINATIO'N 
(B·y Mr. Neeley). 
I reside at Rockport, Summit ·C·ounty, Utah 
·and have since 1889. I became acquainted with 
the E·ast .Canyon road in 1913 in taking -sheep to 
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200 the desert from Rockp·o.rt. In the Spring I would 
take my sheep down and over Big Mountain and 
in the Fall, I would bring them back up East Call-
yon and I hav·e rheen running from 400 to 1000 
201 head. I. have seen traffic on the road, both sheep 
and automobiles. I saw a bunch of Gilmo.r's sheep 
go through there. This was in the year 1938. I 
have driven pack horses through there. This has 
202 been each year since 19:21. I have seen plenty 
of vehicular traffic up and down the road. I have 
trailed sheep back and f.orth the whole length oi 
East Canyon and ·On the Jeremy land. 
CR-OS·S EXAMIN ATIIO·N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
In the Spring I would trail sheep over Big 
Mountain. · In the Fall I would use the East Can-
203 yon road heeaus~ it was. more convenient than 
going over Big Mountain. To get into East Can-
yon in the Flail coming back from the desert I 
would go do"\\rn Little Emigration off of the main 
ridge between .Salt Lake Valley and East Canyon 
and .after I got the sheep out to the main highway 
I would take them to Rockport. In the Spring 
I go down the sheep trail fron1 R.ockport to the 
204 top of Parley's canyon and whi.ch runs from the 
top of the :s.ummit to Li•ttle Mountain and up 
ov~r Big !fountain. We would then turn east or 
uorthea st on Little Mountain and then go north-
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east to Big· Mountain on the Henefer trail or the 
205 old Morn1on trail. We vvould then take the ridg-e 
to Morgan County. That is a very well de,fined 
trail. If YOU followed that trail further east V·ou 
~ ~ 
would get do.\Yn in·to what is call·ed Dutch Hollow. 
·206 JA~IE.S S:ALISBURY, a ,vitness produced 
on behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
as follows: 
DIRE~c·T E~MINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I was 'horn in 1861. I lived in Rockport until 
about five or six years ag.o. I was familiar with 
East Canyon in the early days down as f.ar. as 
Clayton's ranch. F'rom there down I wasn't ac-
207 quainted ·with it until I vvent to work with the 
Bertagnoles s·even years ago. When I was six-
tee·n years old, I first went down the river to look 
for a horse. There wa.s a road there from the 
Henefer Bass to the Little Emigra.tio.n and oth.er 
roads linked into that. It was not a first class 
road, but it had been traveled. One time I got a 
208 bunch -of sheep -consisting -of 700 head a.nd took 
possession of them in Big Dutch or Schuster. I 
drorve theni up the road out past Gorgorza. The 
road from the Emigrant trail to Gorgorza was 
209 something lrke open prairie. There were some 
places where it crossed the creek hack and forth. 
210 My sheep would spread out about 12 rods and 
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then down to five or six rods. In 19t4 and '16 I 
had occasion to use the road. We took sheep up 
211 the ridge and then to Gorgorz.a. They did not 
take up mu.ch width on the road hecause we were 
late and we wa·nted to get them there quickly. 
'There was four o.f us, and about 400 to 500 in the 
herd. We pTobably took up about five rods. In 
19312, I had occasion to use the road when we took 
2:12 up a bunch of 300 head. At this time we used 
a·bout eight rods. Others were using the road. 
I saw .about 1.50 head of cattle. When I wa.s wo:r.k-
ing f.or the B:ertagnoles, I had to look after the 




CROS.S EXAMIN .ATI·O~N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I have only seen one bunch of .sheep being 
driv.en through the Jeremy property. 
RED~IRE!C·T EXAMIN·ATI'O·N 
(~By Mr. Brayton). 
'This was the bunch of sheep that was going 
·to .s,nyderville .and outside of those I took through. 
I couldn't s.ay whether any of the Henefer herds 
went up, through that way or not but my state-
ment to Mr. Gustin does not change my testimony 
21,6 that I toQk sheep up there for somebody else. 
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RE'CROIS·S EXlAMIN AT ION 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I took 300 head from Morgan six years ago 
to Snyderville. Then I took a. bunch through that 
I got from R.eid which were purchased on what 
I understood was the Jeremy property, and I took 
another small bunch that was picked up down 
below. All of those we-re taken t'hrough the 
Jeremy property. I had the understanding that 
Reid had lea.sed a Summer range from J·eremy. 
217 W. 0. STE·PHE,NS, a witness produced on 
behalf ·of the defendants, testified substantially as 
follows: 
DIRE'CT EXiAMIN.AT]O·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I reside in Salt Lake .c·ounty and I am 5'3 
21!8 years old. I have heen acquainted with East 
·Canyon since I was 12 years old. There was de-
219 finite eviden•ce of a roa.d or trail through th·e area. 
I was eounty ass-essor of :S·ummit County in 1911 
and served for six years. During that time, there 
220 wa.s some controversy between Morgan C·ounty 
relating to boundary lines. 
224 We built a bridge. A caterpillar and a grader 
were used down .as far as the ·county line to the 
mouth of what is known .as Bear Hollow. The 
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only thing we did other than the construction of 
bridges was to bring the road up to better stand-
ard and by this I mean that each year we made 
a trip over it to th'e county line and -checked the 
bridge in an aut,omobile. The caterpillar and 
grader were taken down each year while I was 
·225 supervisor. With the improvement of the road 
came the automobile and it was not uncommon to 
pass several cars whichever way you would go. 
We saw cattle being driven back and forth but 
during the period of the year that I was there, I 
did not see any sheep. The work that I was doing 
was under the direction of the Commissioners of 
·Suinmit County. At one time I was a county com-
2·26 missioner. This was from 19!29 to 19·32. At that 
time the road was maintained at the ·expense of 
the county. I am not positive of any width fixed 
for the road but it wa.s necessary to harrow and 
fill from time to time. The work of filling on this 
227 particular road required ·different widths and 
usually we went out as far as two rods from each 
.side to the center and sometin1Hs three rods each 
side from ·Center to make it a. four or six rod 
road and this was for barrow purposes. 
228 CRO·S.S EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
The rbarrow pits were made and the filling 
done when I was eounty road supervisor, this was 
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from 1921 to 19·26. That ls the only .substantial 
work that I had observed on the road up to th-at 
time. Prior to that time the road was in the same 
condition as it was when I wa.s there as a boy 
229 fishing. 
The blue pencil circles ·O.n Eochibit "A" rep-
resent the Jeremy ranches. The bridge was put 
in about two miles north of the buildings indicated 
on the exhibit which would be down the creek. 
230 That is the only hridge that I ever had a:riything 
to do with. I haven't been familiar with the p.oli-
231 ti.cal affairs of Summit ·County since I left the 
offiee ·of County C'ommissioner hut my successor 
was also a man by the name of Stephens. 
REDIRE;C·T E1XAMINA·TION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I remember dugways in 1921 when I be-came 
county road supervisor. There were dugways 
232 there in 1914 but not many of them. 
233 ·GJE,ORJGE E1DW ARD FOS:T.ER, a witness 
produeed on lbehalf of the defendants, te'Stified 
substantially as follows: 
DIRE'C:T Ex:AMINATION 
('By Mr. Neeley). 
I reside at Henefer, Summit County and have 
lived in the county for 65 years. I have been ae-
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quainted with ·the East C'anyon road for fifty 
years and have traveled it with team and have 
234 driven .cattle back and forth. I drove cattle over 
there in 189'7 to Park ·City from Henefer and used 
the full length of the road through the Jeremy 
property. I herded cattle over the road in 1900. 
·23:5 ·Cattle would leave the road, but we would try to 
keep· them on the road as near as W·e could. This 
continued for about four years. We were herding 
a:bout 500 to 1000 head, but we used the road foT 
the ca.ttle that strayed off into the Park City 
236 range. I have seen sheep being driven on the 
road, but I do not know who they belonged to. 
237 ALMA E. RJC:HIN,S~, a witness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
as f.ollows : 
DIRE·C~T EX!AMINATI(ON 
('By Mr. Neeley). 
I live at Henefer and have resided in Summit 
IC'ounty for 7•2 years. I know of the East c:anyon 
238 road. I made a trip on horseback in that vicinity 
in 1885 or ·somewhere betwee-n that and 1890. F'or 
forty-five years, I have used the road occassionlly, 
not every year, but most of the time. I hav.e driven 
239 ca.ttle over the road and this was in 189'7, taking 
them to Park City from Henefer. We used the 
whole road through the Jeremy prop.erty. At a 
·240 time we would take about thirty head. 
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CROSS EXAMIN~TIO·N 
(~By Mr. Gustin). 
My ramp 'Yagon in the past forty-five years 
would go that "~ay, but 1ny sheep always went over 
Big Mountain. So far as I 'Yas conc.erned, I only 
used the road for vehicular traffic and not for 
241 sheep. The road n-ow is lbe-tter than it used to be. 
REDIRECT ElXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
My lambing and Fall range is on the H·enefer 
Summit. 
242 J. W. RICHINIS·, a witness produced on be-




1By Mr. Neeley). 
243 I have resided at Henefer for 61 years. I 
a.m familiar with the East ·Canyon road. In 1885 
I went ove-r the road with a light wagon. After 
244 1'900 I used the road for taking sheep camp~s 
thr·ough. We used the road more for sheep camps 
than anything else. I have not used the road for 
2~5 anything else otherwis-e than driving a herd of 
sheep th.rough there in 1905. We drove the sheep 
from ·Gorgorza to Henefer. There were about 1100 
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head in the band. I d:o. not know the width of the 
road that the sheep would take. Sometimes they 
would spread out a little and s·ometimes they 
would follow the road p·retty elose. I could not 
246 say how many rods they would spread out. 
2·54 HOR.A!C'E .STE·PHENlS, a witness produced 
on ·behalf ·of the defendants, testified substantially 
as follows: 
DIRE·C'T EXAMIN ATl!O·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I am 68 years of age and lived in Summit 
Cuunty until about twenty years ago· when I 
move·d to S;alt L~ake. I am very little acquainted 
with the East ·Canyon rna.~. The first tim.e I saw 
255 it was in 19-17. At that time I drove over it in 
a car looking at a bunch of ewes that belonged to 
P·aul Drou!bay. The ewes were trailed from his 
corral, from what I believe was Dutch Hollow, up 
to where the Jeremy's ranch is. Then I drove the 
.e:ar and another man drove the sheep. There 
were ahout 600 head in the hand. I had difficulty 
with my ·Car in getting over the road, but we 
trailed the sheep out on the road as near as we 
25·6 could hold them. There were some dugways part-
·258 ly filled. Sheep took pro ba.bly four to six rods. 
As near as I ·Can rememlher E·a'St Canyon, it was 
an irregular road and it was practically impos-
sible to bring a band of sheep up there without 
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259 cutting· corners and without eommittil1g a tres-
pass. It ·is my opinion that the ,vidth of the road 
in East Canyon for the trailing of sheep 'vould he 
fro1n six to eight rods and that is what I would 
recom1nend as a Inember of the committee on 
roads and trails of the Utah \\~ ool Grow.ers Asso-
ciation. 
261 About three years ago, I took ·about 130 head 
of dry ew·es up the road. I had two boys. At that 
time I had no idea that Mr. Jeremy had a closed 
road. If I had kno.wn it, I 'vould have asked per-
·mission, but I \Yent down there and we~ got out 
the band about four o'clock. 'V e held them right 
in the highway, right in the wagon tracks as near 
as we could. 
262 JO·SE-P·H STO~CKING, a witness produced 
on 'behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
as follows: 
DIRE•C·T EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I live in :Salt Lake ·City. I am 55 years old 
and I drove up and down East Canyon in an auto-
mobile in 19131 and '32. I have also used the 
263 road for sheep. This \Vas in 1934. I ~came in from 
Huntsville, up through Morgan, up through 
Porterville and up East Canyon. I went over the 
Jeremy property to the high,vay and then over to 
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Weber c~anyon. I was driving albout a thousand 
2,6,4 head .of sheep. I do not think they spread over 
·six or eight rods in width. I next used the road 
in 1913•6 when I took a band of sheep from Weber 
·Canyon down East Canyon to the MeFarland or 
Clayton ranch. At that tim·e, I went over the 
265 Jeremy property. I had about 1800 head. I made 
no further use of the road so far as driving sheep 
were ·Concerned. I have se-en automobiles and 
2,66 -campers, and a few cattle in the canyon, but I 
have not seen any being driven through; just 
pasturing. I did not see any other she-ep being 
driven through. 
C:ROS·S EXAMI'N.ATIO~N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
267 I nnticed a. sign placed at the edge .of the lane 
of the Jeremy property on the highvvay and on 
East Canyon in the Spring of 1936; it said that the 
26-8 road was clos-ed to sheep. It was tacked on the 
left-hand corner ·of the fence as you turned to the 
right going down the canyon from Highway No. 
40. The sign also said, ''By order of the Sheriff.'' 
270 Lamhs do not seem to travel as fast as dry ewes 
and they will -spread out over a much greater ter· 
ritory. VVh·en I took 1800 head of sheep down 
there in 19'3-6, it was necessary to have three men 
'vith me to. keep them from going all over the 
country. 
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(By Mr. Brayton). 
The sign that I have mentioned was at the 
·end of the road at Highway No. 40. I did not see 
any other sign on the Jeremy property or at the 
272 north end of it. 
HYRUM: :STO,OKIN1G, a witness called on 
behalf of the defendants, te-stified substantially as 
follows: 
DIRE:OT EX:A-'MINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I am 58 years old and re.side in Salt Lake 
·City. I have been engaged in the sheep business. 
273 I have been acqu·ainted with East Canyon since 
1904. It is an ordinary canyon road, with dug-
ways s·ometimes close to the ·Creek and sometimes 
crosses the creek. In 1904 we brought she'ep 
274 through Henefer over the Henefer Plass up East 
·C!anyon to llittle Dutch, then up Little Dutch and 
over the Big Mountain. I n·ext us.ed the road last 
•Spring in June when I help.ed Mr. Bertagnole 
take a ·band ·Of sheep from Little D·utch over the 
road in the canyon. Angel Bertagnole and tw·o 
other m'en were helping. We were coming from 
275 Bertagnole 's lambing range which begins about 
a mile and half below the mouth of Little Dutch. 
We were going to Park City. M·ost of the time 
the majority ·of the sheep .were right along the 
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T·oa.d. ·Occasionally they would spread a bit. I 
would say that they would take in from four to 
276 ten rods. When we w·ere in the lane that leads 
277 onto Highway No. 40 we saw a p.erson who was 
evidently Mr. Jeremy's foreman. He inquired of 
Mr. Bertagnole if he had reeeived permission to 
come up the !canyon. Mr. Bertagnole replied, 
"no," .and stated in effect. that he did not see any 
reason why he should confer with anybody about 
·eoming up the canyon. At the time of this con-
versation ·we wer.e in Mr. Jeremy's lane. We had 
279 about 2,000 head. It wa.s possibly around 5 :00 
in the afternoon. I have been. working f.or Mr. 
I 
280 B,ertagnole for about four months. At the present 
time, I do not expect to go hack to work for him. 
281 H·E'BER J. c·RUMP, a witness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, testified substantially a.s 
follows: 
DIRE10'T EX.A!MINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I live at Riverton. I traveled in. East Can-
yon in 19137· and '38. We purchased a bunch of 
282 lamhs to load at Kimball. We brought the sheep 
from MeF:arland 's ranch and during both years 
283 we had a lease on that ranch. In making use of 
the road, we ·Oc-cupied about six rods.. We drove 
through the Jeremy property clear to the high-
way. The herds .consisted of about 800 head. In 
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284 other years, when we occupied the McFarland 
ranch we took wagons down the road and oc-
, 
285 casionally an automobile. ''T e sa.'v mostly auto-
mobiles using the road and occasionally we met 
a herd or t'vo of sheep on East Canyon road. I do 
not kno"~ 'Yho the sheep belonged to hut they were 
following· the road and taking- up about eight rods 
in width. L. C. Parry also used the road and 
286 herds that I have described as having be·en driven 
belonged to Parry and myself together. There 
was a man by the nam-e ·of Wardle, I s.a.w him use 
287 the road. He 'vas driving lambs. He would tak'e 
up the same width. I have seen lots of auto-
mobiles on the road and sheep camps, never any 
cattle. 
CROS.S EXAMINATIO·N 
('By Mr. Gustin). 
288 Mr. Wardle's sheep were mixed on the two 
occasions that I have mentioned and the combined 
herds came to about 800 head. 
289 DONALD P ~UL DROUB.AY, a witnes~s pro-
duced on behalf Df the defendants, testifi:ed sub-
stantially a.s follows : 
DIRE'C'T EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I live in Salt Lake City. I am 40 years old. 
The Droubay ranch in East Canyon joins Mr. 
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Jeremy's on the north. Our land was on the west 
side of East C-anyon creek, taking in part of Little 
290 D·utch, L~ittle Emigration Creek, Dry F·ork Clan-
yon and extending to Big Mountain. In 19111 I 
went to help my father separate lambs. The first 
2912 year that we shipped was at Atkinson's on the 
Union Pac~fic Railroad, which is on Silver C'reek 
which runs through C:oalville. ·To get to the 
shipping point, we w·ould go on our own range as 
far as we ·Could over to Little Emigration Canyon, 
drop down that canyo-n and eome out at M'axfield's 
ranch and then go up. the main road to the high-
way at Gorgorza and then along the main high-
way over to At~kinson. By the main road, I mean 
the present automobile road now known as High-
way No. 40. We would eome from our ranch land 
and then get on the main canyon road at Max-
field's ranch and travel to Gorgorza. At that 
time, the road was very poor for vehicular traf-
293 fie. Our herds would average a thousand or two 
thousands. In connection with my father's opera-
tion, his sheep would be driven along the East 
294 c~anyon road from Mariield's to. Gorgorza. I 
would say that they would not take ·in more than 
ten rods in \vidth. These operations continued 
from 19~11 until 19t-5. I wa.s familiar with the 
canyon and the road from 1915 until 19·19. We 
would .come from Salt Lake City with cars and 
our .sheep wagons, which we would take down Ea:st 
295 ·Clan yon and sometimes saddle horses. We had 
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a forest permit in w.eber Canyon for one herd of 
ewes, "~hich \Ve \Yould trail do,vu from the Weber, 
down the main high\Yay to Gorgorza, and then 
down the eanyon to our own ground, and this 
would be generally in Ooetober, and at which time 
296 we would go through the entire Jeremy property. 
297 
At this time we would take in possibly twenty 
rods because we wouldn't hurry them. This con-
tinued until we 'vent ·Out of the sheep business in 
1919. 
CRO·SS EXAMIN'ATION 
('By Mr. Gustin). 
My father is not living, but it was at his re-
que'st that I took sheep through the Jeremy land~ 
298 I knew that my father and Mr. J·eremy were very 
good friends and that they never had any differ-
ences of any kind. From 1911 until 1915, just 
once each year, we would take our lambs out by 
the way of the Jeremy ranch during the F'all and 
on no ·other occasion. From 1915 to 19'19', our 
shipping point was Henefer and at that time, 
299 there \vas no oeca.sion for going across the J~eremy 
property, because vve took our sheep toward 
Morgan. I am familiar with the trail around Big 
Mountain. Every year our lambing ground was 
situated in Too·ele County. We would trail our 
Summer herds up Emigration Canyon, over Lit-
tle Mountain and over Big Mountain to our Sum-
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mer range, because when we got on top of Big 
Mountain, we were ·on our own range. 
RE:DIRE~CT EX.NMINATTON 
(By MT. Brayton). 
300 My father's health \\Tas good during the years 
of 1916 to 19119. During that period and with my 
father's advice, I acted as manager of the outfit 
and had charge of the h·erds. During that period 
I did not ask .Mr. Jeremy '·s permission at any time 
to us~e the road. 
301 JOH~N Nl!EUSIO·N, a writnes.s produced .on 
behalf of the defendants, tHstified substantially 
as follows: 
DIRE'C:T EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I liv-e in ·Salt Lake ·City. I am 48 years old. I 
am sales manager of the McF:arland Lumber Com-
p·any. I hHc.a1ne acquainted with the East Canyon 
302 road about 1897. At that time I w.a.s working for 
N. w. Clayton. I "\\TOUld .say that the Clayton ranch 
was about S:even 1niles no.rth of the Jeremy prop-
erty at Big Dutch ·on East ·Canyon and Little 
Dutch. At that time we handled .cattle. They 
ranged east, in what they called the Lake Country. 
In looking after them I had -occasion to use the 
Ea.st .Canyon road. In the Fall we ·would hav.e a 
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fe,Y strays that "~ould stray over to what 've called 
tlie Pace ranch and it w·as my duty to gather them 
303 up and take them home. I 'Yorked on the Clayton 
ranch until1903. In gatheri~ng up strays we would 
304 trail them back through East Cany·on. We would 
follo'Y the road as much as W'"e could. At times, the 
305 cattle 'Yould spread out three or four rods. We 
'vould trail cattle over the road at all seasons. 
306 The road wa's used mainly for our tr·affic with 
wagons. The road was not very good and I do 
not know of any work having been done on it. 
307 A. M. B'ERT.AJGNO,LE, one of the d~fend-
ants herein, called as a witness in his own behalf, 
and testified substantially a.s follows: 
DIREiCT EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I am familiar vvith the topography of E~ast 
~Canyon. We own aho.ut 20,000 acres about a mile 
north of Dutch Creek. It extends on both sides 
of the canyon and to Emigration Canyon. My 
308 father and mother ·Owned a part of this land since 
ahout 19'10. My earliest recollection of East Can:. 
yon was in 1909 when I was about eleven .years 
old. There was a road th,ere and I have observed 
others us.e it and I have u·sed it myself. The first 
years we went up and down the road with wagons, 
hor·s·es or cattle. In 1909 we went over the road 
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with ·a wagon a~d d'ro;ve the sheep over Big Moun-
tain eoming from Salt Lake City. About 1912 or 
309 '13 we went up East Canyon to dip. Chris Ras-
muss·en was running a. dip·per at Gorgorza. We 
would drive the sheep from the reserv-oir to 
Gorgorza. The dipping co.rral was on Mr. 
J·eremy ''S ranch. ·This .continued for two or three 
years. W·e would ha.ve ahout 2000 head in the 
310 band. The sheep would ·spread out sometimes 
eight r·ods. In places where th'e canyon is narrow, 
they ~rouldn 't use up more than a c:ouple of rods. 
311 We drove bucks up and down. the canyon several 
- times. From the dipping years until 1931 we 
us-ed the road mainly for going to ,Snyderville with 
bucks, a!hout 1'50 to .200 head. I think in 1931 I 
312 took 1500 head of lambs to ·Snyderville. On these 
occasions we used East C;anyon road all the way 
through the Jeremy property. F'rom 19,21 until 
now, I think I am safe to say that we made a. trip 
over that ,canyon three or four times a week; that 
is, as long as we could get ·over the road. We 
313 generally start about the middle of April and 
S1ometimes as early as October the road becomes 
impa'Ssahle. However, I have been down it in 
January of dry years. I have seen the Wilson 
outnt, Albert Smith, Bill Coleman and others use 
314 the road with sheep, and travel over the Jeremy 
property. I think that the yearlings came in there 
because they ·came over the Big Mountain trail 
and summered on the McF'arland ranch and they 
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\Yere then sold and taken out by th·e \vay of Hene-
fer or over to Heher, but going one way or the 
other, they used the entire road. In 192.9· or '30, 
315 \Ye procured some Summ·er range from the Silver 
King .a.nd Silver King Western at Park City and' 
since that time \ve have used the road through the 
Jeremy property in c.onneetion with the Summer 
range. Those years we \Vent up from Emigration 
canyon to the Summer ran·ge and in the Fall we 
t-ook the sheep back down E·a:st Canyon. This 
was the first year that we used the S~lver King 
316 range. I think that we continued that practice 
off and on until last Spring. Each year we w.ent 
at least one way up or down Ea.st 'Canyon and 
some years, we went both way·s. When I first 
317 wentinto East Canyon we had to wade creeks and 
go through Jieremy ''s field. There was no bridge 
at the upper end and the bridges ha.d heen washed 
·out in the vicinity of Maxfield. We would have 
to leave our wagons there. The water was so 
high so \Ye would have to walk from Big Dutch 
to meet the herd. · The 'bridges that were later 
put in were washed out by high water, but it 
seems to me like every year there was some work 
done on the road until it finally got to be a fairly 
good road. In the past five .or six years, Summit 
·county has not been doing much work there arid 
it would seem like somebody has been a.ttemptin·g 
to prevent county work on the road. In the last 
three years, Summit ·County did fix up a bridge 
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and fill in a f.ew holes at our request, but the road 
3tH is .still in what you might call ba:d shape.· On the 
day in question that we drove the sheep through 
the Jeremy pla~ce and the day that Mr. Baldwin 
testified about, we followed the road just as I 
have de~scribed it on other occasions. We saw Mr. 
Baldwin about 100 yards north of Highway No. 
40 and at that time we were in Jeremy's lane. 
319 Baldwin said, '·'Who give you a right to eome up 
this canyon~" I says, ':'Why, I didn't know I 
had to get any right to ·eome up this canyon.'' 1lve 
had quite a little argument there and he says, 
''Well, we will show you,'' and that was the end 
of the conversation. By referring to Exhibit 1, 
320 the map, and with an indelible pencil I can trace 
the route that we would follow up East Cany(}n. 
(The witness so indicated \vith the indelible pen-
cil the route so taken and lik,ewise the route over 
Big Mountain and up Parley's to G·orgorza.) I 
322 would judge that it is a.hout twenty miles from 
Dutch Cre·ek over to Little Mountain and back to 
·Gorgorz.a and that it is only seven miles dire·ctly 
up East Canyon to Highway No. 40. 
C:ROS·S EXAMI~NATIO~N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
324 Big M.ountain is on. top of the ridge. We 
could not go south along that ridge rbeca.use Mr. 
J·er.emy's sheep are summered along there. Mr. 
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Jeremy does not have hi~s sheep in the bottom of 
the .canyon. At le.as't th~ey wer·e not there at the 
time that I w·ould go up. O·n the west slope of the 
325 mountain is the Salt Lake City water .shed. We 
'vould not be able to go through the city water 
shed ,or the .city farm. We had to go n,orth of the 
city farm and down the ridge. They have changed 
the trail from the bottom of Emigration C:a:nyon 
because there are summer homes there. The city 
property goes to the top of the ridge. 
326 Q. D·on 't you know, as a mat,ter of fact that 
right at the top of the Summit in Parley's can-
yon, a sheep trail eomes out there that leads north, 
and you ·can follow into your p.r,operty, and it is 
marked, '' Sheep Trail~ ' ' A. Ynu bet your life, 
Mr. Gustin, if you go down on Little Mountain 
and get on that trail, you will com.e out where you 
are speaking of, but nnt down E·ast C;anyon. You 
go down Emigration Canyon on that trail, but not 
over in East CanJion. That is the ·trail we would 
have to take for the herds that come off the head 
of the Weber and all down through this country 
and then go up Siiver Creek and follow the high-
way in front of Mr. Jeremy's, over Parley's sum-
mit, down Alexander over Emigration and down 
through Salt Lake City for the Winter r,ange, and 
that is a part of the trail that I have marked on 
the map. It is a trail for the winter herd that 
winter over on the Morgan side and over through 
Henefer .and back up through that country. 
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I have used .this roadway through Mr. 
Jeremy'~s la:nd .and hi's pasture every year since 
327 1929. At least onoe a year and sometimes twice 
and I intend to •Clo·ntinue the us-e of that route 
unless I ,am re-strained by an order of court. We 
got the Silver King lea.se in 19'29 but I used the 
ground before to take hu'cks in and out. In the 
ISipring we bring the sheep up the canyon, across 
Mr~ Jeremy's property t~o put them on the Sum-
mer r.ange, whi~eh is ·southea-st of the Jeremy prop-
328 ·erty, where I have marked a. circle on the map 
with an indelible pencil. It is in what is cailed 
'Thayne.s 'C!an;yon. W'e take in all of S:cott Hill 
and go nearly to Willow ·C,anyon. Our winter 
range- is in Cedar and ·Gold Hill, Utah .and the 
3'29 1Gold Hi1l range .goes t·o the N·evada. line. The F'all 
range is down East C.a:nyon n·orth of the J-eremy 
property and the sheep we put on the Summer 
range we morve .to the F:all range. 
Q. Now, you say it is only oeca:sionally that 
you cros·sed the Jeremy property twice in one 
yea,r; when you. jus.t hring your ·sheep up in the 
;Spring, up the ca:n;yon, to put on your Summer 
range, and don ~t take them back ac.ro.ss the J,e·remy 
ptop·erty in the F·all, how do you get them back 
on your Fall range? A. Mr. Gustin, you got that 
operati'On twisted around. Most of my years I 
.came down the ·other way with the ·ewes and lambs 
330 in the Spring., just a .few times this other way, 
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and generally take the ewes back down that. wa.y 
in the Fall, and take the bucks up through that 
canyon, and pasture them in Snyderville. That is 
ho"'~ I haYe generally took them up there a couple 
of times. 
Last Fall and by reason of an understanding~ 
between ~Ir. Gustin amd !fr. BTayton, we took our 
sheep down Emigration ·Canyon. In other words, 
we went the long way around in order to avoid 
going over the Jeremy property. 
331 Q. This is just a. matter of convenience for 
you~ .A. That is a matter of the shortest route 
to my range, a:n.d not just myself, but ranchers 
down there. 
333 In order to get into East Canyon on the 
Jeremy property, I must ·eros's over other pHople 's 
ranges too. I don't cros·s over anybody '·s ranche.s. 
I take thH county road throu~h McF'a.r])lnd 's, 
Maxfield's and Peter Clegg':s, to get to the J'eremy 
property. I have ,n:ever asked Mr. Jeremy for 
334 permission to go over his property. I do not know 
whether Wils-on had permission to· go over the 
Jeremy property or Coleman or ·Smith. I do not 
335 know whether my brother a.sked Mr. Jeremy's 
permis1sion, but my brother is interested in thes'e 
sheep. The sheep that were taken to the dipping 
corral in 1912, '13 and '14 belonged to my brother 
and myself. I do not know who the dipper he-
336 l·onged, to, but it was on Jeremy'·s ra.nch and Ras-
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mussen was running it. In the past three or four 
337 years, all the eoun ty has done on the road is to 
have the bridge fixed and a few rock·s taken out. 
a3.S we need the bridge. 
REDIRE.CT EXAMIN:ATION 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I have seen the Morgan County grader do 
work on the Jeremy property in that ,county as 
339 far back as 19'18. I do not know so much arhout 
the part of the road in Summit C:ounty, but in 
19,36, we had graded roads in that county .and 
there was a grader down there in that year. 
R:E'CROIS~S EXfAJMIN ATION 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
The road in M~organ County has been changed 
340 since I first remember it. It was around 1920. 
346 W ARRE:N C. B10L~EY, a witness produced on 
behalf of the defendants, testified substantially 
a's follows: 
DIRE1CT EXA:MINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I live in American Fork. I am 60 years old. 
I ranged sheep in ;Srummit C'ounty from 1921 to 
347 1'9'2.6. My ~Summer range was in Morgan County, 
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south,vest of PorterYille and "~here 'vhat is known 
as Hard .Scrabble. My '''inter range is in Minard 
County. \\-.. e used to lamb northeast of Park City. 
I had occasion to go from the ''T eber River Coun-
try to Hard Scrabble area \Yith bands of sheep 
and at that time 'Yould travel the East Canyon 
road. \Ve \\.,.ould enter East Canyon. going from 
\\Teber to Hard Scrabble at Jeremy''s ranch at 
348 Gorgorza. In 1g.21, the E·ast Canyon road was 
just a poor country road. We would try to fol-
low it in driving our sheep. We would cover a.hout 
four rods. This continued between 19·21 and 19·36, 
each year. 
CROS.S EXAMINATIO;N 
(By Mr. Gu-stin). 
We would only move small hunch·es up and 
down East Canyon in order to adjust our herd. 
349 In taking our larger herds, we would not attempt 
to take them across this prop·erty. We would 
.come up the Weber from the de'sert and then go 
back in the Fall over the top. From Hard .Scrab-
ble we would hit the top of the ridge, the Salt 
Lake water shed and then ,v.e would follow on 
the Big M'ountain. sheep trail and go down Emiga-
tion. That is when we were going west to our 
Winter range. In the S-pring, "\Ve would come up 
to Davis ·County and up the river, but we would 
not cross East Canyon on thos·e occasions. 
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I do not remember Mr. Jeremy or anyone on 
His ranch eomp·laining o:f our taking sheep over 
it. I have had a ·Conversation with Mr. Jeremy 
a!bout it, however. This wa's in 19·35. Ther.e was 
3'50 a sign on the road that said, '' R·oad closed to 
sheep. By Sheriff Adamson.'' I then got on the 
telephone and ealled Mr. Jeremy .and go~t his per-
mission to go down. That wa.s the last time that 
I took sheep down there. 
RE,DIRE,C'T EXAMINATI·O·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
That \vas the only occa1sion that I ever had 
any conversation with Mr. Jeremy .about shoop 
·going through his property. We have not had· 
the Hard S.crabble range since 1935. 
3'.5'6 (D·e.fendants' Exhi!bit 2, being a photostatic 
-copy of Land ·Offi.ce plat of a portion of T·own-
ship 1 ~S·outh, Range 3 Ea.st, showing a survey 
made July 30, 1881, and Exhibit 3, .a photostatic 
;copy of .a 'United :S!ta:tes La-nd Office plat of T-own-
ship No. 1 North, Range No. 3 East, surveyed 
April 28, 1882, and Exhihi t 4, a. photosta!tic copy 
of United State~s Township Plat, Township 1 
North, Range 3 East, surveyed December 23, 1897, 
were offered in evidence by the defendants; also 
d.efendants' Exhibit No. 4-A, a. photostatic copy 
of a T-ownship Pla.t, show·tn.g part of Township 1 
357 .South, ~Range 3 East, surveyed Decemher 15, 1869, 
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covering a. portion of the lands in question w·eTe 
offered in evidenc.e and. received without obj.ee-
tion. Summit County Exhilbits 5 to 17 being certi-
ned copies of patent·s of the land over which the 
road pa·sses in that .county were introduced s.e-
parately by the intervener, Summit County, and 
rec-eived without obje'ction). (It was suggested 
358 by the plaintiff and cons·ented to by the def.end-
359 a-nts that the court, if it so· ·desired might view the 
premises involved in the controversy). 
360 ACE· MAXFIELD, a witne'ss produce4 on 
behalf of the defendants, testified suhsta.nti,ally as 
follows: 
DIRE:CT EXAMINATIOiN 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I a.m 57 years old and live in Mur:ra,y, Utah. 
I own property in E,ast ,(J·anyo:n known a$ the Max-
field :r:anch. At o·ne time I maintained a dipping 
361 corral on my ranch, My father ran a dipping cor-
ral in East C·anyon forty or forty-five years ago, 
which operated· eight or ten years. It was in 
S·chuster Canyon. At that tim-e the range was 
open. There ha'S been a road there ever since I 
362 first went into that country. When we first went 
in from the East, we would go o-ver the J.eremy 
property a little further east than the present 
lane is construeted. Now some of the property 
36-8 has 1been fenced' off. This was prior to thirty-one 
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years ago and about the time that there was a 
dipping corral maintained on our property. We 
Lambed early and then we would take our sheep 
over J.eremy 's property be,c:ause we eouldn 't get 
·over Big Mountain, but in later years we would 
3-64 go over Big Mountain. I think that we c-ontinued 
·that practice for about twenty years. I have 
taken sheep in recent years over the Jeremy's 
p·roperty and particularly two y·ears ago from 
Kamas and down East Canyon. There were about 
600 head in the bunch. It would take about ten 
366 rods to trail the she.ep. 
Morgan County had me change the flow of 
3-6;7 the ·Cre:ek a;hout a. quarter of a mile below Bear 
Hollow, which is northwes·t of the J.eremy prop-
erty. They paid me in the n.eigh~borhood of: $1,000. 
·This was ahout twenty yearis ago. I have seen 
36:8 Droubay use the road. That is the road where it 
crosses from over the J-eremy land. I have seen 
the Berta.gnoles use it .and I h;ave seen other stock 
up there at various tim·es. I did not inquire who 
369 they belonged to. The original Emigrant trail 
is below that about three miles. I observed small 
bunches of sheep and small bunches of cattle there 
.at various times, practically every year, and we 
ha.v·e used the road hack and forth. I re'colleet a 
370 sawmill in tha.t area about forty years ago and 
logs were hauled over the road. The mill was 
located at Schuster creek. In hauling lumber out, 
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'"e would go up the 1nain higlnvay and then over 
the Sun1mit. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I "~as a bout ten years old when I first became 
acquainted 'vith this country. \Ve first used to 
372 go into our property on the Jeremy side which 
\\~as to the north of the J er·emy property, but in 
later years when I lambed my sheep in there, I 
went in and out over Big Mountain. My Winter 
range is in Salt Lake Vall·ey. By my "early 
years,'' I mean a period of around twenty-five 
374 years \Yhen we were running bucks and cattle. The 
dipping' corral on Schuster Creek was operated 
by my father and he .charged a fee of $3.00 a. thou-
sand. I had my sheep there last yeHr. I took 
them up Emigration and over Big Mountain.. At 
375 that time, Mr. Jeremy had a sign up that no stock 
was allowed down the yanyon, cattle or sheep. 
I then asked Mr. Jeremy for his permission to 
use the ground. He said that he didn't mind my 
going up there, but if it was giving others the 
right to do so, he would rather not let me go and 
I did not go. This was about four ye.ar=s ago when 
I asked permission and was denied the right t'O 
go up East Canyon. At that time I wanted to 
bring my sheep from north of Jeremy's property 
up the canyon. The sign, h·orwever, was on the 
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376 south end of East ·C.a.nyon. I wanted to go to 
Highway N·o. 40, but before eros~sing the Jeremy 
property "\Ve asked permission and were refused 
381 permission. When we would take our sheep out 
over the Jeremy property, it was a matter of 
ca:nvenience. 
384 w~rLLIAM ARC'HIB·ALD, a witness pro-
duced on behalf of the defendants, tes·tified sub-
stantially as follows: 
DIRE1CT EXAMINATI01N 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I ani 88 years old and resid-e in Salt Lake 
1Ci ty. I spent the greatest part of my life in 
.Sunm1it Onunty at Snyd.erville. I was well ac-
385 quainted with the E.a.st Canyon road until about 
the last eighteen years. There was a road there 
in 186!9 or what you would call a trail. If you got 
on a bad plaee, you would hold the wagon up on 
the one side and get off when you could and if 
you didn't tip over and the wago:n was on top 
of you, you were aH right. I could determine from 
the road that other wagons had gone up and down 
386 there. I next saw the road in 1872. Around 1874, 
387 I obs·erved little hands of sheep and cattle coming 
in .from Salt Lake C·ounty and using the road. 
For ma.ny years, I w~orked for the· state in the 
Fish and Game- Depal'ltment and had to do· with 
the planting of fish on East C:anyon. I owned a 
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389 sa"!mill at the mouth ·of Bear Creek. The lumber 
was hauled and marketed at Park City, and it 
w·ent out over the East Canyon road. There was 
an old niill at Maxfield's. A man by the name of 
390 S·ousta ran sheep do\vn there from property 
leased from George A. Lowe. This was in '84 or 
'86. He used to drive his sheep back and forth 
391 ·Over what is no·w the Jeremy property. Around 
1895 or '96, I was a County C'ommissioner for 
Summit Oounty. The county didn't spend much 
money and there was quite a question between 
Summit County and M·organ C-ounty as to the 
39Q !boundary line. We didn't bother much with the 
roa.d, but Morgan County put in a bridge. I 
remember work being done on the road to pay 
the poll tax. This was a little over forty years 
ago. 
395 CRJO·SS EXAMTNATI~ON 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
We did work on the road to pay the p-oll tax 
and to also help in getting the lumber out. When 
the road got slippery, a goose couldn't stand on it 
if its feet were webbed and the sheep going along 
there had always filled the upper end. When I 
396 refer to the Jeremy ranch, I am referring to the 
father of Ethan Jeremy. He and I were go·od 
friends. I do not know whose sheep I saw there 
when I was in the country. 
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401 (D·erfe:ndants' E·xhibit No. 19 was re.ceived in 
evidenc-e over the obj.ection of the plaintiff, the 
same being -copy of map made under date of Oc-
tober 12, 18'95.) 
Thereupon the defendants rested, and like-
wis·e the interveners. 
403 E. J. J~E~REMY, the plaintiff, recalled as a 
witness on his own behalf,_ in rebuttal, testified 
substantially as follows: 
DIRE•CT EXAMINATIO·N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
As I ha.ve heretofore testified, I am 70 years old 
and part of the lands involved in this controversy 
wer·e acquired from my father and part from 
404 others. My father ',s name was Thomas E. Jeremy. 
He died approximately ten years ago. He was 
in the sheep and livestock business and ran sheep 
and livestock on the property that is involved in 
this litigation. As a boy, I \vo.rked for my fath-
er. I a1n acquainted 'vith East Canyon in Sum-
mit County a!nd the lands then ·owned lby 1ny fath-
er as long as I can remember. My father ranged 
405 !both sheep and ·cattle up and do\vn the East Can-
. yon road during all of the time that I worked for 
him. S·heep were grazed all ·Over the terri tory 
and we drove our flock back and forth along the 
road and the_y graz·ed on. the adjoining hillside 
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and like,Yise the cattle, and that practice has con-
tinued do'\\"'11 until the present tin1e. On O'C.c:asions, 
406 our cattle 'vould stray and likevvise our sheep and 
vYe ""ould have to go outside of our property and 
again make use of the East C'a:nyon road for the 
purpose of rounding them up. There ha:s been 
a continuity of ownership of the property ever 
·since I ·can rem·ember down to the present time. 
I remember ~Ir. Maxfield having a dipping cor-
ral on ,Schuster Creek. \\T e later had a dipping 
corral on our ·property, that we used for our sheep. 
407 Our sheep at times vvere sent to the Maxrfield 
property for dipping purposes and we paid a. fee 
for that purp!ose and used the East C·anyon road. 
I recall Mr. Bertagnole's testimony t1o the 
effect that s·omeone had taken. a bridge out a.nd 
indicated that it might have been me. I never 
took a bridge out on East Canyon creek, but a. 
bridge was washed out by high water. I 'recall 
Mr. Bertagnole's testimony to~ the effect that he 
saw flocks of sheep being driven across my land 
by a man by the name of Wilson, a man by the 
name of C-oleman. and a man by the name ·of 
:Smith. I am acquainted with those individuals 
408 and have known them for several y·ears. All of 
those flocks were driven a.c.ross my property with 
my express permission. The Bertagnnle sheep, 
with the exception of the year 19·38, were driven 
across my land after they had asked my permis-
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409 sian and I had gran ted it. In 19'38 neither one 
of the Bertagnoles asked permission to use my 
property. Prior to la.st year, it wa.s Leo Bertag-
nole that asked for permission to go through and 
he is a brother of the one who has testified in this 
case. He said that he wa:nted to com,e up through 
410 my land with sheep going over to Park ;Qity. 
During the years 19·12 to 1914, there was a 
dipping corral on my property operated by a man 
by th~ name of Rasmussen. He charged a fee 
for the dipping ·of sheep. I knew Mr. D·rornbay, 
.Sr. during his lifetim.e. t gave Mr. Droubay, Sr. 
permiHsion to drive his sheep through my prop-
erty. We were neighbors and we often changed 
the line of our properties, wh·ere W·e made a cer-
tain canyon, the bott·om of the oanyon, the line 
between. us. Instead of looping over ·Where my 
property would be on one side and his- on the 
other, we .made the bottom of the ca.h"10n the line 
and on one occasion I s·o~d him a piece o.f prop-
erty. His property wa's immediately north of 
mine. 
411 The sheep that were driven through my prop-
erty a:nd that belonged t'o him were driven with 
my permission. Just prior to the time I acquired 
the property while my father was alive. I ran 
the property most of t.he time, at least the sheep 
412 end of it. My father ran sheep in that location 
ever .since I .can remember. I never had any dif-
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ficulty with any of my neighbors in the drivin:g 
'Of sheep until the B.ertagn·oles leased the ground 
from the Silver King. 
James Salisbury who testified ran sheep up 
Ea~t Canyon that. he had p.ur'Chased from a man 
by the name of Ried. Ried was a cousin of mine. 
I kno~w the sheep that Mr. Salisbury referred to. 
They were a bunch o.f Ried ':s sheep mi~:c~!d in with 
my .sheep. I furnished the :range and he herded 
413 the sheep. The sheep that Mr. Salishury drove 
up East Canyon were sheep that belonged to m·e 
and to Mr. Ried. I do not know a Mr. Shaw that 
te·stifted tha.t he drove a. flo-ck of sheep up E-as-t 
Canyon to .Snyderville S~eptember of 19'37 or 
November of that .y·ear .. The same is true of the 
414 Mr. Jorgenson who testified, I did not know him 
until the ·other day when I sa.w him at Coalville 
and I never saw him trail any sheep acros.s my 
property; likewise, Heber J. C'rumvp. 
The fences that were c·onstructed on the prop-
erty were constructed there hy either myse1f and 
415 my father and built for our convenience. 
C·ROiSIS E~MINATION 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
I do not know what the custom is with respect 
to other men oros·sin.g privately owned land. I 
· 416 haven't doue it tha't I know of. When I sta.ted 
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LBO: Bertagnole always got permission, I meant 
that he had dbtained permission several times, had 
411 until last year. It might ha.ve been that at that 
time Bertagn:ole stated in words or substance to 
me that they expected to come through my prop-
erty_ on such and such a date. I believe that that 
is what Bertagnole to:ld m.e when he asked per-
mission of me to go through the property. We 
have had more than .one .conversation about his 
crossing my land. Q. And on those o:ccasions, he 
would say in words that I have stated a moment 
ago and you have responded '' Y.e·s '' to~ A. I 
think he did, yes. It is not a fact that conversa-
tions occurred with people like Wilson, ·C'Oleman 
or .S.mith vvho got permission to go through my 
property similar t~o those with respect to the eon-
versa tions t.ha t I had with Le·ol Bertagnole. 
41S Mr. \\Tilson cam·e to my hous.e at the ranch 
and vvanted permission. Mr. Coleman asked per-
mission and I granted it. I do not remember 
whether Coleman came to the ranch or whether 
I saw him at the Cullen Hotel .and he asked me 
permission. It was one pla~ce or the other. He 
said that he was going to fetch sheep up and 
.asked my permis·si01n and I gave it to him. ,Smith 
came to the ranch hous.e. I do not remember 
419 whether there was a sign posted at the mouth of 
the lane of Highway 40· at that time. I do not 
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remember ''Then the sign was put up, but I do 
know 'vhen it \vas taken down. 
421 I am the owner of part of Section 22, but I 
'Cannot tell what part or what other sections I 
Inay 0"11 \vithout the map and the re-cords. I 
422 own Section 23 and I think that I acquired tha't 
property from the George Q. Cannon Association 
around in 1910. I am guessing at the date. Ex-
hibit '' B'' is the d·eed that I got from the Asso-
ciation to Section 23. At the time the dipping 
423 e-orral was in operatron at the· Maxfield ranch. 
I didn't own the property about which I testified 
as crossi!ng to come to the dipping corral. That 
is, I did n-ot own it prior to 1916. After 19t6, I 
·owned it. Part of Se~ction 24 I am buying from 
the State, and that is in the -contract that has been 
424 introduced in evidence. We have a lot o.f State 
contracts, the dates o.f which I cannot tell you.-
I never had any range rights in Duchesne C·ounty. 
425 I have some foreS"t rights in. the upp.er Provo and 
W·eber. I do not remember whether or not I had 
those rights at the time of the dipping eorral on 
the Maxfield ranch, but I do not think we had 
the range rights at that time. Part of the· time 
426 we would use the East Canyon road to drive to 
the Maxfield dipping corral and part of the time, 
we cut over the mountain out of Bear Hollow, out 
into the head of Schuster, where the dipping cor-
ral was. It was .shorter. The sign that I have 
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mentioned was taken down ~by th·e sheriff, but I 
do not know when it was taken down. Mr. Bray-
429 ton asked me about this dipping eorral and I in-
dicated that I wanted to make some explanation. 
At ·One time, my father inade application to the 
State to buy the property upon whi.ch the corral 
wa-s situated and took a big lot of land. We got 
too big .a. block and he couldn't carry it, and he 
lost it all, and I came along later and re-bought 
s~om.e o.f thnse sections. 
430 Q. Did you ever request the County c~om-
mission o.f S.ummit County to put up a sign that 
was posted there that bas been deseribed. A. I 
did. 
MR. B·RJAY'T·O!N: .Does the court r~eca1ve 
that for any other purpose than to show his at-
titude of mind. 
431 MR. GlJiS;TTN: That is the only thing we 
claim for it. 
TH01M'A;S E. JERE\MY, a witness pr·oduced 
on behalf of the plaintiff in r·ebuttal, testifi-ed sub-
stantially as follows: 
DIREICT EXAMIN ATIO~N 
(By Mr. Gustin). 
I am the son of E. J. Jeremy, the plaintiff in 
this .action. I am 34 years of age and I am now 
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" ... orking~ \Yith my father's sheep, and have been 
putting in all of n1y time since 19'29. Before then 
I was with the sheep during· the Summer or on 
the ranch for as 1ong as I can remember and I am 
432 familiar \Yith East C·a.nyon. I know Mr. Bertag-
nole and his brother, Leo Bertagnole. 
I overheard a conversa~tion between my 
father and one of the B.erta.gnole.s, the defendants 
in this ca.se, with referenc.e to the use of East 
.c·any;on, so far as sheep were con.cerned. B:oth 
my father and mys-elf were present. The con-
versation was with Leo Berta.gnole. They wan.t-
433 ed to bring sheep up Eas·t Canyon and take them 
to s·ome property they had leased in Park City. 
My father told him that he did not like sheep com-
ing up th·ere, because it would cause damage to 
sheep of ours and other damage. He finally 
agreed, however, that if they would have enough 
m.en with them to keep the sheep along the road 
that they could. come up. 
Two other people, to my knowledge, have 
434 asked permission to come up the canyon with 
sheep. One by the name of Larsen who had leas-ed 
·some ground on East Canyon which I think was 
a part of the McFarland .ground which lies north 
of the Maxfield property a:nd then a man 1by the 
name ·of J-ordon who ha·d some ground leased from 
43-5 Bertagnole at th·e time. There have heen other 
bunches of sheep come up the cany·on that did not 
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belong to n1y father; I think. it was mainly in the 
Fall and they trailed their sheep to a loading 
corral at Kimlb.all Junction. There was a man 
by the name of P:arry who had some of the Mc-
Farland land leased last year, and he trailed 
lambs up the ~canyon to load at Kimballs, but he 
43~6 agreed to pay damages for coming up there. 
Mr. Larsen that I have spoken about paid 
me for going dow.n the canyon one year about a 
cent a head. He came to the ranch one evening 
and asked if he eould go do~wn there and my 
father told him, no, and he said he :was going any-
way. So father got in touch with the sheriff and 
the .sheriff came over and talked to Larson on 
437 the road; that is, where East Canyon takes off 
of the highway and finally the sheriff came hack 
and said that L~arsen had agreed to go around 
the oth·er way. By this I mean over Parley's sum-
mit and down Alexander, over Little Mountain 
and up the Big Mountain trail, over Big Mnun-
tain to E·ast Canyon. 
CROSS EXAMINATI·O·N 
(By Mr. Brayton). 
The f.ollowing year Larsen paid damage'S to 
go down the canyon and I think that that was the 
last year that he was in the .country. It was about 
two years ago that the sheriff came down and 
Larsen went over trhe route that I have described 
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after father had 1nade his o;bjections. In that 
sam·e Fall he came bark, but he paid for the right-
438 of-,yay. There "~as one year in the Fall that he 
came up the .can~~orn w·ithout permission. I don't 
439 believe that we crossed an~T other people '!s land 
and I do not believe that \Ye would with our sheep. 
I do not remen1iber when the sign wa.s taken down. 
440 I think, hov.-rever, that Larsen went up there on 
the ·occasion that the .sign \Yas up. The sign was 
down last year and that is the time that Parry 
came through with his sheep. 
441 CROSS EXA1\1INATION 
(By Mr. Neeley). 
I am not interested with my father in this 
land. He pays me a salary. Last year I was 
present when Parry \Vent through with his sh·eep. 
He was going south toward Kimball Junction. 
He didn't pay anything for the right to go 
through. I do not think that .sheep could be kept 
442 within the confines of the voad. The damages 
that they were to pay for w·ere damages for scat-
tering out outside of the roa:d. (It was stipulated 
that a trust agreement had been executed by Mr. 
J eren1y, S.r. and that Jeremy, Jr. was a bene-
ficiary under certain co-ntingencies und,er the trust 
agreement affecting the p-roperty involveid in this 
443 accident). Mr. Larsen came through with my 
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permission and he paid for the right to. go through 
the propeTty. 
Thereupon the plaintiff rested, and immedi-
ately thereafter the following stipulation was en-
tered into: 
444 MR. NEELEY: It 1s .stipulated between 
.couns-el for plaintiff and counsel for Summit 
·County that E. J. MePolin, John P. Stephens and 
Lewis A. Lemmon, members of the Board of 
c·ounty Commissioners ·of Summit County would 
each testify, if presen~t, and their testimony is 
that acting a.s a board of County C·ommissioners 
they ·or-dered the Sh-eriff of Summit County to 
take the sign down pertaining to animals driven 
through East Canyon road and to .see that the 
public could trail animals through said r·oad; that 
said :sign was taken down pursuant to said order 
in the year 19e·6; that sheriff Ephraim A. Adam-
s,on would testify that in pursuance of said order 
he did take .said sign down in 19!36, and conduct-
e.d the N. W. Larson herd through said road. 
M·R. GUSTIN: We object to the testimony 
of the individuals named on the ground that the 
445 same is immaterial. 
MR. BRA YT·O·N: It is further stipulated 
by and between couns~l for all parties hereto that 
N. W. Larson, if pers:onally present and sworn, 
would testify in this ca.se as follows: That in the 
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Spring of 1H36, the plaintiff stopp~ed him with his 
herd from trailing from Park City, Utah to the 
Bertag~ole range in E.ast C'anyon; that an argu-
ment occurred between them an·d that L:arson then 
went to his ra:nge by coming d10IW1l Parley's Can-
yon, up Mountain D·ell and over Little Mountain; 
then he then went to the C'ounty C'Ommissioners 
<>f Summit County, and when he brought his herd 
·out about October 19,36, Sheriff Adamson wa.s 
present and escorted him through the Jeremy 
property. 
In the next Spring, 1937, he had some words 
with Tom Je-remy and went through, Larson 
claiming it was an open road. O;n tha.t occasion 
he paid Tom Jeremy ten dnlla.rs for fee'd con-
446 sumed on the road ; he also trailed sh·eep on the 
road coming out in the F!all of 1937. 
M\R. GUSTIN: It is :so stipulated. 
449 Thereafter and on the 9th day of September, 
1939 the de£enda.nts ·and intervenors gave due 
notice to the plaintiff of the entry of judgment on 
the 6th day of Septemher, 19H9. 
That by a.n order dated the 27th day of Sep-
tember, 1g.39 in chambers .and thereafter duly en-
tered, the court granted to the plaintiff further 
·time within whieh to prepare, serve and file his 
bill,of exceptions in the above ·entitled cause, said 
:time being to and including the 15th day of Nov-
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ember, 19'39 a.nd by sul;>sequent orders based upon 
stipulation dated respectively the lOth day of 
November, 19:39' and the 27th day of November, 
1939 the time for the preparation, service and 
filing of the Bill of E:x:ceptions was further ex-
tended to and including the 15th day of Decem-
her, 1939 and which orders have been duly made 
and entered. 
That on the 7th day of S~eptember, 19:39 the 
defendants and intervenors served upon the 
plaintiff a cost bill and whi.ch cost bill was filed 
with the clerk of the albove en titled court on the 
8th day of September, 1939 .for the sum of $300.50 
a.nd which cost bill was entitled '~In the District 
Ciourt of the Third Judicial District, in and for 
:Salt .Lake County, State of Utah.'' 
That thereafter and on the 9th day of Novem-
ber, 19'39 the plaintiff served upon the defendants 
a:nd intervenors his noti:ce of intention to move 
for an order quashing purported memordaum of 
costs and disbursements, said notice being entitled 
in the above entitled court and cause and reading 
as follows, to-wit: 
450 "To the Defendan.ts and Interveners .A.'bove 
Named and To Their Att'orneys, Stephens, 
Bravyton .db Lowe and P. H. Neeley: 
YOU AND EAC'H OF Y'OU WILL· PLEASE 
TAIDE NOTliCE that the plaintiff inteinds to and 
will move this Honorable Cnurt flor an ord-er 
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quashing, yacating and setting aside that eertain 
purported mernora.ndum of costs and dis:burs·e-
ments serYecl upon the plaintiff on the 7th day 
of .September, 19B9 and filed with the clerk of 
the above entitled eourt on or about the 8th day 
of S·eptember, 19~9. 
Said motion \vill be based upon the grounds 
and \vill be made for the reasons that said pur-
ported memorandum of costs and disburs,ements, 
while filed in th·e above entitled c;ourt and cause, 
is entitled 'In the District Court of the Third 
Judicial District, in and f.or Salt Lake County, 
State of Uta~1' and is, therefore, ineffectual and 
void as a memorandmn of costs and disburse-
ments in this court a.nd caus·e. · 
Said motion will 1be mad·e upo:n the re0nrds 
and files of the above entitled cause. 
DATED this 9th day of November, 1939. 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
WM. H. F'OLLAND, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
R·ECEIVED copy of the foregoing NOTICE this 
9th day of November, 19,39. 
,STEPHENS, BRAYTON & LowE, 
P. H. NEELEY, 
Att:orneys for Dejenda41;,ts 
and Interveners.'' 
Upon stipulation of the parties the foregoing 
notice of intention 'vas called for hearing before 
the Honorable P. C .. Evans at chambers in !Salt 
Lake County, State of U'tah on November 25, 
1939 at which time the plaintiff orally made the 
motion in accordan'ce with .said notice of inten-
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tion to so move and which motion after argument 
·by eounsel was submitte-d to the court and was by 
the court overruled and denied, to which ruling" 
and order the plaintiff duly eX!cepted. 
On the 4th day of December, 19·39 comes E. 
J. Jeremy, the plaintiff above named and serves 
upon Stephens, Brayton & L.owe and P. H. Neeley, 
the attorneys £or the def~e;ndants and interveners 
a.bove named ,the foregoing Bill ·of E·xceptions for 
use on appeal herein, consisting of one volume of 
453 page.s numbered from 1 to 453. The sam~e is 
hereby tendered t~o and served upon counsel for 
the defendants and interveners as aforesaid that 
th~ey may examine the same and propose any 
~amendments thereto which they shall be advised 
ought to be made in order that the said Bill of 
Exceptions lbe settled and allowed as a full, true 
and correct Bill of Exceptions. 
HARLEY W. GusTIN, 
WM. H. F'oLLAND, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
Service of the foregoing proposed Bill of Ex-
·Ceptions acknowledged this 4th day of December, 
1939. 
STEPHENs, BRAYTON & LowE, 
P. H. NEELEY, 
AtfJorneys for Defendoots 
a;n.d Interveners. 
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452 STIP'ULATION TO SE·TT'L:E BTLL 
O·F EX,C:EiPTIO·N·s 
The undersigned, counsel for the defendants 
and interveners herein, hereby stipulate and agree 
that they haYe examined the foregoing Bill of 
Exceptions in the above entitled c:a use of action; 
that they· have no a.mendme:nts to propose thereto 
and that the same may now be presented to the 
·Court and signed, settled and allowed by the 
Judge who tried said eause, without notice and 
in their absence, as the full, true and correct Bill 
of Exceptions in said cause. 
It_ is further stipulated and agreed that Ex-
hibit ''A'', .the s·ame being a plat from survey of 
E·ast c·anyon R,oad dated April 11-14, 1939 by 
Harold G. Clark, l\1'organ County Surveyor, has 
been lost or mislaid and that as a substitute there-
.for a duplicate of said survey may he filed and 
considered in lieu of said Exhibit "A'' and may 
be so marked by the Clerk of this Court, the said 
.substitution bei:ng marked and identified by the 
signatures of the respective attorneys herein. 
DATED this 4th day of Decemlher, 1939 . 
. STEPHENS, BRAYTON & LowE, 
P. H. NEELEY, 
Attorneys for Defendants 
wn.d Interveners. 
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453 CERTIFICATE OF JUD,GE S·ETTLING · 
B'IL·L· ·O·F EX1C'EiPTIONS 
I, P. C. EvANs, the Distrrct Judge who tried 
the f:oregoing cause, do here by certify that the 
above and foregoing Bill of Ex.ceptions consisting 
of 453 pages numbered from 1 to 453, inclusive, 
·contains all of the testimony and evidence offered, 
admitted or adduced upon the trial ·of said cause 
together with all objections and exceptions taken 
and motions made, and all proceedings had on 
the trial, before and after judgment, i:n said cause 
and not otherwise of record; and C'ontains suf-
ficient reference t·o all exhibits therein referred 
to identify the sa!m-e-. There oeing no amendments 
thereto, said Bill of Exceptions is hereby ap-
proved, settled, sign·ed and allowed within time as 
the full, true and corr·ect Bill o.f Exception.s in the 
:foregoing cause of E. J. Jeremy, plaintiff, versus 
Angel Bertagn:ole and Le.o M. Bertagnole, de-
fendants, and Sun1mit County, a muni.cipal cor-
poration, intervener, and Morgan County, a muni-
ci~pal corporation, intervener, and the clerk is 
hereby ordered to file the same. 
DATED this 4th day of Decen1ber, 1939. 
P. C. EvANS, 
Dis·trict Julge. 
Bill of Exceptions filed December 4, 1968. 
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(Title of (~o-urt a.nd Cause): 
ASSIGNMEN:TS OF ERROR. 
Comes now E. J. Jeremy, the app·ellant above 
named, and assigns the following errors occurring 
at the trial of this cause before the Honorable 
P. C. Evans, one of the judges of the Di.strict 
Court of the Third Judicial District, in and for 
Summit County, State of Utah, and upon which 
he relies for a reversal •of the judgment in thijs 
cas·e. 
1. That the court erred in its Finding -of 
Fact No. 2 because the same is not sup-ported 
by, but is contrary to the eviden.ce. ( Tr. p-. 72; 
Abs. p. 22). 
2. That the court erred in finding that· a 
roadway existed for vehicular and p-edestrian 
travel only to a width of not to excee~d .sixteen 
feet. 
3. That the eourt erred in not findl.ng that 
a greater use of said roadway was a niatter of 
convenience rather than a matter -of necessity and 
that .said roadway was not ''fen·ced'' except at 
the convenience of the plaintiff. 
4. That the court erred in that portion of its 
Finding of Fact No. 3_, "that there is now and for 
more than sixty years last past has been a well-
trav-eled, worke-d and defined public roadway or 
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highway ·extending'' across portion of the prop-
erty herein involved and ''that said road forms 
a part of the public system maintained by Summit 
.and Morgan C:ounties and likewise a part of the 
public road system of the State of Utah, ''heeause 
the same is not ~sup·ported by, but is contrary to the 
evidence ; (Tr. p. 73; Abs. p. 23) and that ·said 
finding is contrary to plaintiff ',s admis;sion of a 
width of not to exceed sixteen feet for v-ehicular 
and pedestrian travel only. 
5. That the court erred in its Finding of 
Fact No. 4 in including therein the use of .said 
road for the purp·o.se -of trailing ''horses, cattle 
and sheep and herds of each along the same'' for 
the reason that the ~same is not ,supported by, 
but is contrary to the ·evidence. (Tr. p. 73; Abs. 
p. 23). 
6. That· the court erre.d in its Finding of 
Fact No. 5 in finding that said road, ever ~since 
the year 1869, or .any time previ·ous thereto, had 
been dedicated or abandoned to the public as a 
public road or highway, except for the purposes 
of vehicular or p·edestrian travel and to the extent 
of sixteen £eet in width f.or the reason that the 
~same is not ·supported by, but is -contrary to the 
evidence. ('Tr. p. 73; Abs. p. 23). 
7. Th~t the ·Court erred in its Finding of 
Fact. Nlo. 6 and the whole thereof for the reason 
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that the same is not supp·orted by, but is contrary 
to the evidence. ( Tr. p. 73 ; Abs. p. 23). 
8. That the court erred in its Finding rof 
Fact ~o. 8 for the reason that the same is not a 
Finding of Fact, but a conclusion of law and that 
the same is not supported by, but is contrary 
to the evidenee. ( Tr. p. 7 4; Ahs. p. 25). 
9. That the court erred in its Finding of 
Fact No. 9 £or the reason that the ·same is not 
supported by, but is contrary to the evidence .and 
is not a Finding of Fact but a ·conclusion of law. 
(Tr. p. 74; Abs. p. 25). 
10. That the court ·erre.d in its Finding of 
Fact No. 10 and particularly in not finding there-
in that East Canyron road, if a public highway at 
·all, was ·Or is now used by the public only to the 
extent of sixteen feet and then only for the pur-
pose of vehicular and pedestrian travel. (Tr. p. 
74;.Abs. p. 25-26). 
11. That the court erred in its Finding of 
Fact No. 11 because the same is not ~supported by, 
but is ·contrary to the evidence and that the same 
is not a finding but a conclusion ,of law. (Tr. p. 
74; Abs. p. 26). 
12. That the court erred in its Finding of 
Fact No. 11 and particularly that P·ortion thereof 
which read~s as follows: 
''during all times herein mentioned, said 
road was open to all who desired to us·e 
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it; that the use made of it was as general 
and extensive as the situation of said road 
and the surrounding country permitted'' 
be.ca use the ·same is not ~supported by, but is con-
trary to the evidence. (Tr. p. 74; Ahs. p. 26). 
13. That the ·court erred in its Finding of 
Fact No. 12 and particularly that portion thereof 
which reads as follows: 
"That said defendants are members ru 
the public and are entitled, and have the 
right to use the same as such for the trail-
ing of sheep thereon. '' 
hecause the same is not supported by, but is c-on-
trary to the evidence. (Tr. p. 74; Abs. p. 2'6). 
14. That the ·Court errHd in its first conclu-
sion of law because said eonclusion was .contrary 
to the facts and to the law. (Tr. p. 75; Ahs. p. 28). 
15. That the eourt erred in its seeond con-
·clusion of law because said .conclusion was con-
trary to the facts and to the law. ( Tr. p. 75; 
Ahs. p. 28). 
16. That the .court erred· in its third conclu-
sion of law because said conclusion was contrary 
to the facts and to the law. (Tr. p·. 75; Abs. p. 28). 
17. That the ·court erre·d in making and 
·entering its judgment (Tr. p. 78; Abs. p. 29) 
becaus-e ~said judgment is :c-ontrary to the law and 
because the ·evidence is insufficient to sustain or 
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justify the su1ue in tllP l'ollo\ving particulars, 
to-wit: 
(a) That the evidence eonclusi vely and \Vi th-
out ·contradiction shows that the plaintiff is the 
owner and entitled to the possessi,on of the real 
property herein involved, except to the extent of 
sixteen feet in \Yidth pursuant to a survey and 
stipulations of counsel. 
(b) That the evidence cone I usi vely and with-
out contradiction sho\YS that the defendants have 
not used, maintained or occupied the property 
particularly described in said judgment in excess 
of a width of sixteen feet for a length of tin1e 
or continuity of purpose sufficient to give them 
a right to any further "ridth by pre~cription or 
otherwise. 
(c) That the evidence conclusively and with-
out .contradicti~on show·s that the defendants were 
guilty .of a trespass at the time and occasion men-
tioned in plaintiff's con1plaint herein and upon 
other and further occasions and that the defend-
ants should be enjoined and restrained from fur-
ther trespass. 
(d) That the evidence conclusively and with-
out contradi,ction sho\Ys that either lVIorgan or 
Summit Counties have a public road through East 
Canyon and over the property of the plaintiff to 
any larger extent than sixteen feet in \Vidth and 
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to such width for the purposes of vehicular and 
pedestrian travel only. 
(e) That the evidence conclusively and with-
out contradiction shows that the driving of sheep 
or other livestock over the property 0wned by 
plaintiff commits a trespass upon plaintiff's prop-
erty and cannot be confined within the width of 
a sixteen-foot road and that the damage to plain-
tiff's property consists of a destruction of herb-
age, foliage and other grasses that plaintiff uses 
in his own business in the way of herding and 
rnaintaining livestock on the pre1nises so o'vned 
by him t~o· his .irreparable injury and damage, the 
exact ·Costs of which are not readily ascertainable 
and that t~n prevent a recurrence of said tres-
pass plaintiff has no other or further relief, except 
by way of injunction. 
WHEREFORE, appellant pray.s that the fore-
going n1ay he . considered by this Court as his 
Assignments of Error and that the judgment ap-
pealed from be reversed and ren1anded, or that 
a judgrnent be entered according to law and equity 
and the views of this Court. 
Duly served. 
HARLEY v'T· GusTIN, 
WILLIAM H. FoLLAND, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
and Appellant. 
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